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In this thesis, a study has been carried out to investigate the possibility of using a Long 

Term Evolution (LTE) radio access network (RAN) as a communication medium for a 

microgrid protection system. 

First, requirements for microgrid protection system communication channel are outlined 

based on International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61850-5 standard.  

Then, two test cases are carried out in a private LTE network to measure one-way trip time 

(OTT) and other network characteristics. First case describes a partial transfer of remote 

power analyzer data acquisition system under LTE network. Due to the lack of a test 

microgrid setup with protection devices, another latency-sensitive application was used for 

OTT measurements. Therefore, second test case involves a series of experiments 

performed on a position control application with position feedback signal routed through 

LTE network. It is investigated how OTT depends on various factors, namely wireless 

network signal strength, communication protocol and network load. 

Simulation model is presented for the second test case setup. 

Both simulation and experiment results are presented and analyzed. Obtained LTE network 

mean OTT values are compared with requirements presented in IEC 61850-5. It is 

concluded, that with assumptions made, LTE network does not fully comply to the 

requirements of the aforementioned standard. On the other hand, it is stated that the latter 

may be unnecessarily strict for a low-voltage microgrid, thus future research possibilities 

are outlined to support or disprove the results of this research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The progress of telecommunications industry has been immensely fast and successful. It 

has changed the lifestyle of humanity multiple times already, from radio invention in the 

end of 19th century to the most recent fourth generation (4G) wireless high-speed Internet 

access breakthroughs in 2000s. Moreover, it is obvious that telecommunications continue 

to develop in the same pace nowadays, as new, fifth generation (5G) of mobile 

communication networks is on its way by 2020. 

First commercially available wireless phones started to appear on the market in some 

countries in 1946 [1]. Those devices were, generally, bulky radio telephones which were 

installed in cars, transmitted voice without any encryption, and, most importantly, the call 

dropped when user was crossing the boundary between two neighboring cells. Also, 

networks used by these devices were not automated, so operators had to organize the calls 

for the clients. Such networks were the predecessors of modern wireless communication 

networks, and that is why they are referred to as zero generation (0G). Notable example is 

the AutoRadioPuhelin (ARP) system launched in Finland in 1971 [2]. 

Then, in the beginning of 1980s, first generation (1G) of wireless networks was introduced. 

According to [3], main advantage over 0G was that transition between neighboring cells 

was now done seamlessly. Another improvement was that calls were processed 

automatically from the very beginning of 1G networks’ operation. The signals transmitted 

between mobile devices and radio towers, however, were still analog and non-encrypted 

[2]. At the same time, 1G wireless network was connected to wired telephone network by 

means of digital signals. It should also be mentioned that no roaming existed between 1G 

networks, therefore customers could use mobile phones only within one country. Nordic 

Mobile Telephony (NMT), developed and launched in Scandinavian countries in 1982-

1986, may be a good example of a 1G network [4]. 

Later, in the beginning of 1990s, the second generation (2G) of wireless networks 

emerged, finally moving transmitted voice signals to digital domain. A new Radio Access 

Network (RAN) – Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) Radio Access 

Network (GRAN) - was utilized in 2G standards, along with two Radio Access 

Technologies (RAT): Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA). Both allowed to significantly increase users quantity by means 
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of multiplexing a single communication channel based on allocating time frames or code 

labels for every user respectively. For instance, the world’s most popular 2G standard – 

GSM – is TDMA-based. This generation also introduced digital encryption of transmitted 

voice signals, short message system, and greatly increased battery life of mobile devices 

compared to 1G. In addition, digital voice transmission improved voice connection quality, 

namely eliminating noises in the line. Last, but not least, roaming was made possible as a 

result of multiple countries building their 2G networks according to the same standards [5].  

Some years later, 2G standard was extended to support packet data exchange with General 

Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) 

standards, allowing data transfer speeds up to 500 kbit/s while not requiring any hardware 

upgrades from existing network infrastructure [6]. Wireless internet access was a major 

success, although data rates were significantly lower than those of wired connections. 

Thus, next generation of wireless networks started to emerge, aiming to significantly 

increase data transfer speeds [5]. 

In 2000s third generation (3G) of wireless mobile networks introduced new systems that 

allowed the aforementioned speed increase by means of allocating new frequency bands 

and improving communication protocols. This generation also started the transition from 

circuit-switched networks to packet-switched ones to make an Internet Protocol (IP) 

network structure possible. Another aim of 3G developers was to create a network that 

utilizes same part of spectrum worldwide, but in the end this goal was not achieved. Two 

most popular RATs that were promoted as 3G, were Universal Mobile 

Telecommunications System (UMTS) and CDMA2000, both based on 2G standards GSM 

and cdmaOne respectively. A new RAN was introduced under 3G standards as well – 

UMTS RAN (UTRAN). In the latter, new devices performing the functions of 2G base 

transceiver stations were developed, referred to as nodeB. This wireless mobile network 

generation was also subject to further improvements that were provided by High Speed 

Downlink and Uplink Packet Access (HSxPA) standard and its improved version 

HSxPA+, allowing even higher data transfer rates [5]. 

First commercial release of a 4G network happened in 2008, and its development still 

continues today. 4G networks allowed a significant increase in the capacity and data 

transfer rates of mobile cellular networks, as well as significant latency reduction by means 

of utilizing new RAN together with core network improvements. In previous RAN 
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generations nodeB and Radio Network Controller (RNC) were separate devices 

communicating with each other. On the contrary, in 4G networks under a new RAN 

referred to as Evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN),– nodeB and RNC were combined in a single 

device to reduce latency. The aforementioned device is referred to as enB, or enodeB. Two 

novel RATs are in use in 4G networks, namely Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) for downlink and Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiplexing 

(SC-FDM) for uplink data transfer. Another major innovation in 4G networks is the 

utilisation of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna technology. Finally, core 

network was also optimized for increased throughput and reduced latency [7], [8], [9]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Evolution of Mobile Cellular Networks [9]. 

5G is the next development stage for wireless networks around the world. It was 

introduced for the first time about 10 years ago, and it is planned to be commercially 

available by 2020. Numerous research projects are in progress nowadays to make 5G a 

reality. Major enterprises on the telecom market are also contributing to next generation 

mobile network development [10]. 

Main requirements for this wireless networks generation compared to the previous one are 

presented on the Figure 2 below. According to [11], 5G will not be based solely on a new 
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RAT like previous generations. Instead, it will be a configuration of both existing with new 

ones, the latter allowing to achieve requirements mentioned above. Namely, in the areas 

with low user density, for example in rural areas, existing technologies will most likely 

remain in their place. At the same time, in densely populated areas, or wherever else 

needed, new equipment based on millimeter wave technologies will most likely be 

installed, providing end users with all the benefits of 5G. This way of implementation 

should guarantee that new generation of mobile networks will remain cost effective [11].  

 

Figure 2. Main requirements for 5G [11]. 

Another point discussed is the necessity of spectrum density increase. The reason for that 

is all the frequencies that are used nowadays cannot physically handle the requirements set 

for 5G networks. Thus, new bands of spectrum should be introduced, both in frequency 

ranges used today and in those previously unused. At the same time, efficiency of bands 

already in use has to be improved, both by means of implementing Time Division Duplex 

(TDD) rather than Frequency Division Duplex (FDD), and by sharing these bands between 

different network operators instead of exclusively owning them [8]. 

Finally, authors state that overall network performance increase should take place. To 

achieve this goal, a set of tools and measures have to be implemented, namely Round-Trip 

Time (RTT) decrease, full-scale utilization of benefits provided by Internet Protocol versin 
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6 (IPv6), introduction of wireless multi-hop backhauling and direct device-to-device 

connections as well as minimization of devices’ power consumption [11]. 

Thus, after summarizing the history of wireless networks development, it is probably clear 

that during last decade wireless network latency has decreased significantly, opening new 

possibilities for many latency-sensitive applications. Accordingly, one such application 

below was the main reason for this research to appear. 

In 2018, a number of organizations including Lappeenranta University of Technology 

(LUT) started a collaborative Fusion Grid research project funded by Business Finland 

BEAM program. Main goal of this project is to bring low-cost internet connectivity with 

all of its benefits to rural areas outside of mobile network coverage and without existing 

electricity grid. For this to be done, it is planned to use a 4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE) 

enB, powered by a combination of solar PhotoVoltaic panels (PV) and batteries.  

Apart from providing network access, another possibility this project yields is to create a 

microgrid based on the enB energy harvesting system and incorporating local electricity 

generation systems – for example, solar panels installed by local population. It is obvious 

that a microgrid system of such structure requires a protection system to operate properly. 

The latter, in turn, requires a communication medium to exchange data between its control 

unit and local protection devices [12]. There are multiple ways to create such a 

communication channel, and one of them in scope of the project mentioned above is to use 

LTE network provided by the enB. This option adds up to the ”low-cost” side of the 

project, because no additional wiring is required for communication. Scaling the microgrid 

will also be easier for the same reason. Next, system reliability also benefits from using a 

wireless network, because wires can be accidently cut or stolen. On the other hand, the 

aforementioned LTE network may not be suitable for a microgrid protection application if 

latency requirements of the latter are high enough.  
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1.1. PROBLEM SETTING 

As one can see from the previous chapter, mobile cellular networks are progressing 

approximately every decade, increasing data transfer speeds and decreasing the latency 

simultaneously. With the introduction of 4G LTE networks the aforementioned parameters 

became suitable for considering the implementation of the aforementioned networks for 

latency-sensitive control applications.  

For examle, authors of [13] developed a software tool that is able to predict One-way Trip 

Time (OTT) of a 4G LTE RAN. The tool is planned to be used to reduce the delay 

introducaboveed by LTE network and allow reliable remote control of an underground 

mining vehicle through that network, if the mine is equipped with LTE enBs. Emphasis 

was made on the critical sensor information transmission. Results produced by the 

software mentioned while vehicle was operating in the mine are presented, with OTT mean 

value being less than 50 ms. It is also mentioned that remote control of a vehicle with 20ms 

OTT results in approximately 6 cm displacement, which can be crucial for operation 

safety. 

In [14] industrial vehicle remote control topic is addressed as well. The scope of this 

research is on developing an algorithm that prioritizes one video stream out of multiple if 

throughput of a wireless communication channel decreases. Video stream priority is 

determined depending on its importance for remote control purposes. Test setup has 

experienced approximately 50 ms OTT in a public LTE network while utilising User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP). 

Another source investigates the possibility to transmit synchrophasor data via LTE RAN. 

A LTE network model is created to analyze performance in message transmission 

mentioned above. In addition, a test procedure is carried out in non-commercial LTE 

network of message transmission between two PCs using UDP/IP protocols to tunnel info 

for International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61850-90-5 standard protocol stack 

(synchrophasor data) [15].  

In [16] similar topic is considered, namely integration of IEC 61850 Manufacturing 

Message Specification (MMS) protocol with LTE RAN to implement smart energy meters 

data acquisition according to the aforementioned standard guidelines. 
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There are also attempts to develop special communication protocols for reliable real-time 

wireless communication. One such protocol is proposed in [17] and [18] and is said to have 

achieved a packet loss probability lower than 10-9 with a sending cycle time of 2 ms. 

However, it is also mentioned in [18] that LTE RANs do not meet strict real-time 

requirements for latency and reliability. 

From low latency and high reliability point of view 5G networks look more promising than 

4G LTE, but those are still in development stage. Nonetheless, 5G applicability to 

industrial automation and real-time has already been investigated to some extent as well. 

5G is already advertised as an enabler of wireless factory automation, and proposed 

network requirements seem to be sufficient for that. Latencies lower than 1ms and massive 

Machine Type Communication (mMTC) should allow most industrial applications to 

utilize 5G networks as a communication medium. On the other hand, there is not so much 

information released for public on practical implementations of such systems, and 

requirements themselves are not stated clearly enough.  

To begin with, one has to determine the requirements presented by industrial automation 

for network connections. The authors of [19] suggest the following classification of areas 

within industrial automation: building automation, process automation, factory automation 

and substation automation. Each of these areas has its own set of requirements for network 

connections, which are presented below [20]. 

Table 1. Industrial automation application requirements [20]. 

Application  Update frequency Nodes per m2 Telegram loss rate 

Building Automation 1–10 s 1–20 < 10-3 

Process Automation 10–1000 ms 1–20 < 10-5 

Factory Automation 500 µs–100 ms 20–100 < 10-9 

Substation Automation 250 µs–50 ms 1–10 < 10-9 

As can be seen in the Table 1, even if latency in 5G networks will not exceed 1 ms, it will 

still be insufficient for some automation systems. Moreover, a question is raised what is 

included in this proposed delay limit. Authors point out, that even if all other delays – 

processing at both ends and wireless network scheduler delay – will be omitted, 1 ms 

latency will not be physically possible on distances more than 100 km, because of the light 

speed limitation [19]. 
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Ensuring reliability will probably be a challenge for 5G because in the same network Ultra 

Reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC) will have to co-exist with high 

bandwidth data flows. In addition, authors doubt that 5G can be used for industrial 

automation at a large scale due to millimeter wave propagation issues in industrial 

environments, which are typically filled with metal objects and other types of obstacles 

[19]. 

One more question brought up by the authors in [19] is whether clients will have to buy or 

lease licensed spectrum for 5G operation, and how it may affect the cost-effectiveness of 

the solution. It is stated that wireless solutions for industrial automation already exist on 

the market nowadays, and those operate in an unlicensed part of the spectrum. This means 

that end users do not have to buy or lease spectrum, and therefore such solutions are 

simpler and cheaper to implement. Technologies such as Wireless Sensor-Actuator 

Network – Factory Automation (WSAN-FA) and Wireless Highway Addressable Remote 

Transducer (WirelessHART) are mentioned as examples. 

On the other hand, in some parts of industrial automation, 5G will probably gain 

popularity, for instance, where high wireless data throughput is necessary, and where 

reliability and latency limitations are not so strict [19]. One of such scenarios is to 

interconnect Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) of multiple factories involved in the 

same technological process in order to control their production rates to follow customer 

demand as precise as possible [21]. 

Consequently, LTE networks, in general, probably can not be used for all real-time 

applications, but are suitable when latency and reliability constraints are less strict. 5G 

networks will probably be able to reach figures that are unaccessible by LTE, but are still 

in development stage and not commercially available. Therefore, in terms of LTE network 

usage possibility, every latency-sensitive application should be considered separately. 

 

1.2. GOALS 

The question that led to this research is whether an 4G LTE network can be used as a 

communication medium for a microgrid protection system in particular, and for latency-

sensitive applications in general. Therefore, reseach goals can be formulated as following: 
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1) To find out if 4G LTE network is suitable to serve as a communication medium for a 

microgrid protection system. 

2) To demonstrate and test 4G LTE network performance as a communication medium for 

a latency-sensitive application, or in other words to highlight the relation between 4G LTE 

RAN parameters and latency-sensitive process quality. 

 

1.3. CHALLENGES 

First challenge is that there is microgrid protection is a rapidly progressing research area 

itself, and there are no specific standards developed for it yet. Hence, some assumptions 

have to be made in order to determine the requirements for a microgrid protection system 

communication medium. 

Second challenge is that currently there is no microgrid system with protection devices 

available for testing at LUT, so another way to measure the delay had to be found. This 

fact lead to some assumptions presented below in section 1.4. 

 

1.4. SCOPE 

For the experimental part of the research another latency-sensitive application had to be 

selected due to the reasons mentioned in previous section. A position control application 

was selected due to the availability of a test setup at LUT, to the fact that it is a latency-

sensitive application, and, finally, to the similarity with microgrid protection application in 

terms of latency requirements.  

Another scope limitation for this research is that no custom-built devices are used. All the 

hardware involved in the experimental part is off-the-shelf industrial automation 

equipment without any modifications. Same limitation is present for the software part – no 

custom-written protocols or drivers were used to carry out experiments. 

Last limitation to be mentioned is that 4G LTE network was used as a “black box”. In 

other words, the research team had no access to enB settings, and no specific wireless 

network configuration has been performed. 
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1.5. STRUCTURE 

In section 2, an applicable IEC standard is described, general quality metrics of a network 

are presented and quantitative requirements to microgrid protection application 

communication network are summarized. 

In section 3, detailed descriptions of experimental setups and mathematical models used in 

this research are given. Also, experiment data and simulation results are presented. 

In section 4, all the results of the research are pointed out, answering goals and challenges 

mentioned above. 

In section 5, all the results of the research are pointed out, replying to questions posed in 

goals and challenges sections. Also, further research directions and possibilities are 

highlighted. 

In section 6, goals and results of this research are summarized. 
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2. APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS TO COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

As it was mentioned above, 4G LTE network has to meet certain requirements in order to 

be used as a communication medium for microgrid protection and control systems. At the 

moment there is no standard developed specifically for the systems mentioned above. 

Nevertheless, it is suggested by numerous sources to use IEC 61850 family of standards as 

a source for the requirements mentioned. IEC 61850 standards family was originally 

designed for substation automation systems, but its development continued further when a 

necessity appeared to support microgrid automation and to integrate microgrids into the 

utility grid structure. 

IEC 61850 includes numerous standards regulating various aspects of substation 

automation systems. Standards that are most important from the point of view of this 

research are presented in the Table 2 below. 

For instance, authors of [22] are using IEC 61850-7-420, a standard describing the 

presentation of microgrid elements as logical nodes, to model a centralized microgrid 

protection system. In another article, it is stated that IEC 61850-5 can be applied directly to 

microgrid control applications and that it simplifies the interplay between protection and 

control systems of a microgrid, and allows easier integration of a microgrid into the utility 

grid [23]. One more article briefly describes how IEC 61850 standards family got adjusted 

to be used for microgrids. It is pointed out that it happened mainly to unify technologies 

used and avoid vendor-specific technologies making microgrid automation systems 

unnecessary complicated [24].  

The topic of IEC 61850-compatible data acquisition seems to be popular nowadays as well. 

For instance, in a recent master’s thesis the topic of sending Generic Object-Oriented 

Substation Event (GOOSE) and Sampled Measured Values (SMV) messages – IEC 61850-

defined protocols – over Wide Area Network (WAN) based on Technical Report (TR) IEC 

61850-90-5 is discussed in detail, as was already mentioned above [15]. Similar 

possibilities, particularly sending GOOSE messages over WAN, are said to be investigated 

in [25] as well. The research, where smart meters data acquisition by IEC 61850 MMS 

protocol over LTE is considered, was also mentioned above [16]. 
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Thus, it is assumed to be possible to use the abovemetioned standards family as a source of 

requirements for microgrid protection and control systems, namely for communication 

networks of such systems.  

Next step would be to determine the quality metrics that characterize the performance of a 

communication channel. In [15] and [13] it is proposed to use the following parameters: 

- Network Throughput, 

- Latency or travel time or delay, 

- Reliability or Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) or Packet Loss Ratio (PLR), 

- Availability, 

- Packet Delivery Variation (PDV) (or jitter). 

Table 2. IEC 61850 standards mentioned in this thesis. 

IEC 61850-5:2013 Communication requirements for functions and device models 

IEC 61850-7-420:2009 Basic communication structure - Distributed energy resources 

logical nodes 

IEC 61850-7-2:2010 Basic communication structure - Abstract communication 

service interface (ACSI) 

IEC TR 61850-90-

5:2012 

Use of IEC 61850 to transmit synchrophasor information 

according to IEEE C37.118 

PDV is sometimes also referred to as jitter, but the latter can cause confusion because it 

has different meaning in different scientific areas. A brief description of all the parameters 

is presented below. 

Network throughput represents the number of successfully delivered packages per second 

in a certain network, and can be estimated using the equation [26]: 

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
.  (1) 

Since the amount of transmitted information is measured in bits, measurement unit for 

network throughput is bits per second (bps). 

In the scope of this research network throughput was not considered due to the fact that 

latency is a higher priority characteristic in terms of enabling 4G LTE network to be used 

as a communication medium for microgrid protection and control. If the aforementioned 
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network is not able to fulfill latency requirements, there will probably be no point to 

investigate it in terms of network load. 

Latency, or transfer time, is defined as a time required for a packet to be transferred from 

its source to its destination. Either One-way Trip Time (OTT) or Round-Trip Time (RTT) 

can be measured to estimate network latency. Measurement unit for this quality metric is 

usually milliseconds. The definition of OTT and RTT latencies in terms of equations is 

presented as: 

𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑂𝑇𝑇 = 𝑡𝑟𝑥2 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥1,   (2) 

𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑅𝑇𝑇 = (𝑡𝑟𝑥2 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥1) + (𝑡𝑟𝑥1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥2),  (3) 

where 𝑡𝑡𝑥1 is the time when packet was sent by device 1 and 𝑡𝑟𝑥2 – when it was received 

by device 2. For RTT equation 𝑡𝑡𝑥2 and 𝑡𝑟𝑥1 stand for the time when the same packet was 

sent back by device 2 and received by device 1, respectively. 

Latency is the main quality metric in the scope of this research, because it defines whether 

the 4G LTE network in question is suitable for microgrid protection and control 

application. More information on the latency measurement process during experiment 

stage of this research is given in section 3.3. 

PDV is closely connected with latency, and is according to [27], “the difference in end-to-

end one-way delay between selected packets in a flow with any lost packets being 

ignored.” In other words, PDV shows how much does latency value change during a 

certain time period. For instance, if latency of a connection is constant, its PDV equals 

zero. It is worth noting here, that, according to [28] and [29], for a latency-sensitive 

application the effect of variable latency is more significant than that of a constant one. 

Therefore, this quality metric should be taken into account as well. 

Reliability of a network is the ratio of successfully received packet quantity to the total 

number of packets sent over a certain period of time, as shown in the equation [30]: 

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
. (4) 

Therefore, reliability metric represents how many packets are lost in the network. Packet 

loss may occur due to a number of reasons, for instance, network congestion and network 

unavailability. Reliability is crucial for latency-sensitive applications because lost packages 

mean lost information and consequently possible application failures.  
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Since the project aims at deploying 4G LTE networks in rural areas, the question of 

network coverage is very important, and reliability metric can represent the connection 

between wireless network signal strength and its PDR, potentially defining an area where it 

is safe to install microgrid protection equipment. 

Finally, availability can be defined as a probability that at a certain point in time 4G LTE 

Network will be operational [31]. Although it is an important network quality metric and 

should be taken into consideration in the case of using 4G LTE network for microgrid 

protection and control, it is out of the scope of this research. The reason for that is this 

thesis aims to investigate the latency constraint of a 4G LTE network, and it is assumed 

that all devices used in the research and test processes comply with availability 

requirements. Another reason is that availability in scope of the Fusion Grid project 

depends also on the rural area where the network is to be deployed, power producing and 

storing devices, weather and human factors, which makes its estimation rather 

complicated. 

To sum up, only latency, PDV and reliability are considered in this thesis as quality 

metrics that characterize the performance of a communication channel. 

Next, as it was mentioned above, the requirements to a network used for communication in 

microgrid protection and control applications are listed in [32]. Firstly, a definition of 

latency is given as OTT from sending to receiving device plus transfer processing time at 

both of them, illustration presented in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. IEC 61850-5 transfer time definition. 

Then, six message types are defined, as well as three performance classes that depend on 

the function of particular device with which communication is happening. Next, for every 

combination of message type and performance class, a maximum allowed transfer time is 

defined in milliseconds, as can be seen in the Table 3 below.  

Table 3. IEC 61850-5 communication network transfer time requirements. 

 Transfer time, ms 

 Performance 

class 1 

Performance 

class 2 

Performance 

class 3 

Type 1 –  

fast messages 

1A - Trip < 10  < 3  < 3  

1B - Others < 100  < 20  < 20  

Type 2 – medium speed messages < 100  < 100 < 100 

Type 3 – low speed messages < 500 < 500 < 500 

Type 4 – raw speed messages < 10 < 3 < 3 

Type 5 – File transfer functions >= 1000 >= 1000 >= 1000 

Type 6 – Command messages and file 

transfer with access control 

- -- - 

Therefore, 4G LTE test network quality metrics have to be measured and compared to the 

aforementioned requirements. There were no clear requirements found for PDV and 

reliability values in [32], which makes latency the most important quality metric in the 

scope of this research. 
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3. COMMUNICATION NETWORK PERFORMANCE 

Best option for latency estimation of a 4G LTE network would have been a test microgrid 

setup with protection devices. However, such an installation was not available at LUT 

during this thesis work, so other options had to be found. One opportunity could have been 

to perform a series of latency and PDV tests between two devices connected to the network 

in question. This option is simple to carry out, but results may be not accurate enough 

because those depend on many device-related factors, for example, on the OS and protocol 

used. In addition, the above mentioned option would not allow to clearly demonstrate how 

4G LTE network latency affects the performance of latency sensitive applications. Finally, 

it was decided to utilize another latency-sensitive application, with latency requirements 

similar to those of microgrid and with a test setup available at LUT (see section 3.3). 

 

3.1. TEST LTE NETWORK DESCRIPTION 

Test LTE network is promoted as a wireless solution for communication in industrial and 

digital automation applications. The package includes one or multiple enBs, and an 

industrial PC to allow local data processing functionality (without core network 

participation) and cloud connectivity via Internet. Also, devices that allow User Equipment 

(UE) to connect to test LTE network are needed. Finally, a frequency spectrum band has to 

be licensed in order to be used by test LTE network system. 

A test private LTE network was installed at LUT to be used for research and testing. It 

includes two enBs – one installed outdoors and another one - indoors. Other positions 

included are industrial PC and eight LTE modems to provide UE the ability to connect to 

the network. Frequency band was acquired from a licensing organisation, and application-

specific SIM cards were issued by mobile service provider. LTE network is private, so 

only users with the SIM cards mentioned above are allowed to be registered and 

connected. 

In terms of network adresses, test LTE network looks like a typical subnetwork as can be 

seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Test 4G LTE enB network IP structure from UE point of view. 

Test LTE network structure and functionality is similar to the one that is involved in the 

Fusion Grid project, and will possibly be used in microgrid protection application.  

 

3.2. TEST CASE 1 – LUT GREEN CAMPUS (GC) NETWORK 

Main purpose of this test case was to help the research team to become familiar with using 

test 4G LTE network, with setting up LTE routers and with establishing VPN client-server 

connections.  

LUT GC in the context of this thesis is a number of renewable energy plants installed at 

the university site [33]. Energy produced by these installations is used to partly cover the 

energy consumption of the university. Energy production data for every plant is collected 

every second and stored on a database server for further use and analysis. 

There are five renewable energy sources in GC network: one wind turbine and four solar 

PV plants.Wind turbine nominal power is 20 kW at 11 m/s wind speed. 

Solar plants have different rated output power. Solar plant on Carport has the highest 

output of 108 kW. Roof plant follows with 90.5 kW in total, including 51.5 kW provided 

by flat roof setup and 39.0 kW – by wall-mounted setup. Solar tracker accounts for 5 kW 

peak power, and manual tracker has only one 250W solar panel installed.  

All data acquisition for renewable power plants is done by Siemens PAC3200 energy 

meters. Modbus Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol is used for data acquisition 

[34]. Database server generates queries for every PAC3200 device every second, and 

stores received data. 
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Initial structure of the GC network is presented in Figure 5. As it can be seen, there is a 

total of seven PAC3200 devices dealing with energy production measurement. Wind 

turbine and solar tracker energy meters are installed inside LUT energy laboratory, other 

devices are located outdoors in electrical enclosures. All PAC3200 devices use a wired 

connection to exchange data with database server.  

It is important to mention that in order to be able to get data from a PAC3200, local IP 

address of the latter must be visible to the database server. At the same time, server local 

IP address must also be reachable for every power analyzer. Therefore, a set of routing 

rules was added to every router or switch in between PAC3200 devices and the server to 

allow visibilities mentioned above. 

The idea of this test case was to replace the wired network connection that all energy 

meters had initially with a wireless connection via test 4G LTE network.  

 

Figure 5. Initial GC network structure. 

In order to do that, every energy meter installation site was equipped with a LTE router. 

Then, every PAC3200 device was connected to the router with a cable and router itself was 

connected wirelessly (green lines in Figure 6 below) to the enB. Due to the circumstance 

that all the devices still had to be in the same subnet, and that network security had to be 

maintained after the transition to wireless medium, it was decided by LUT IT department 

to use a VPN tunnel to protect the wireless part of the connection.  

There are numerous software solutions that allow setting up VPNs. In this case, OpenVPN 

was used due to the reasons that it is freeware, it is available for many operating systems, it 
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has high configuration flexibility and finally that IT department is already familiar with it 

[35]. 

Thus, a VPN tunnel was set between LTE routers and a virtual VPN server, the latter 

having a wired connection to the database server. Routing rules were added to LTE routers, 

and OpenVPN server, and existing ones were changed at the database server. 

 

Figure 6. Resulting GC network structure. 

As a result, three Digi WR31 routers were installed on sites 1,2 and 4 in Figure 6 [36]. 

However, this LTE router model is not suitable for site 3 due to the fact that it has only two 

Ethernet ports, while three PAC3200 devices should be connected on site 3. Thus, another 

router model with three Ethernet ports is planned to be installed on site 3 - Telewell 

SF301-G [37]. At the moment, it is investigated why this router model does not expose its 

local subnet addresses to OpenVPN server. As soon as this problem is solved, this router 

will be installed on site 3 to move remaining PAC3200 devices under test LTE network. 

Table 4. Test case 1 equipment list. 

LTE router 1, 2, 4 DIGI WR31 

LTE router 3 Telewell SF301-G 

Power analyzer Siemens PAC3200 

Indoor enB - - 

Outdoor enB - - 
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Unfortunately, there was no specific research done to compare reliability and availability 

of the network before and after LUT GC network partial transition to wireless medium. 

Nonetheless, an availability data request was sent to private LTE network provider. As a 

result, availability measurements for both enodeBs were provided from 29th July to 27th 

August, and from 17th to 24th September 2018. Measurements were taken every 15 

minutes, and belong to 0..100 range, where 0 refers to “not available during last 15 

minutes”, 50 – “available for 7.5 out of last 15 minutes” and 100 – available throughout 

last 15 minutes. Hence, the number refers to time percentage when enodeB was available. 

Data analysis has shown that both enodeBs were available 100% of the time period in 

August. During one week in September indoor enodeB was not in operating state from 

20:45 18th to 03:25 19th , reducing the availability percentage to 96.1%. However, during 

this time period no experiments were carried out, so only data acquisition routines from 

PAC3200 devices were interrupted. 

Therefore, based on the information presented above, and also on the feedback of 

researchers working with GC database, private LTE network is assumed to be suitable for 

data acquisition purposes in GC structure. At the same time, test LTE network can be used 

in other university projects, especially those that involve remote control of mobile setups, 

for instance, in mobile robot applications. 

 

3.3. TEST CASE 2 – THREE-AXIS MANIPULATOR POSITION CONTROL 

3.3.1. TEST SETUP GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

As it was mentioned in section 1.4, a position control application was selected as a test 

setup to determine if private LTE network is suitable to be used as a communication 

channel in a microgrid protection application. Utilizing a position control loop as a test 

setup allows to measure the latency introduced by test LTE network, and to investigate the 

relation between latency magnitude and a number of LTE network parameters. In addition, 

microgrid protection and position control applications both have strict requirements to 

communication channel latency, so the positioning quality can be considered as an indirect 

estimate of microgrid protection execution quality. 

Hence, in the second test case, a manipulator setup is used, as shown in Figure 7. It is also 

referred to as “cartesian pick-and-place robot” in [38]. The manipulator is able to move in 
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three dimensions, as well as to pick up and drop objects using its grip mechanism. 

Functional diagram of this setup is presented on Figure 8, and equipment pieces involved 

in tests are listed in Table 5. 

 

Figure 7. Three-axis manipulator used in test case 2 [39]. 

Operation principle is similar for all manipulator axis. A Permanent Magnet Synchronous 

Machine (PMSM) is connected to a tooth-belt drive, the latter converting rotary movement 

of motor shaft into belt linear movement. It should be mentioned that X axis movement is 

executed by two tooth-belt drives X1 and X2 similar to those described above and moving 

synchronously. Each axis is equipped with two types of position sensors. First sensor type 

is an absolute rotary encoder integrated into PMSM that drives the tooth-belt. Second 

sensor type is relative linear position sensor, mounted on the tooth-belt moving cart. 
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Figure 8. Functional diagram of test case two manipulator setup. 

All the PMSMs are driven by ABB ACSM1 frequency converters. Speed control is 

executed in frequency converters, and rotary encoders, connected directly to the frequency 

converters, provide the speed feedback signal. Speed reference is received from position 

controllers, implemented in Beckhoff Industrial Personal Computer (IPC) 1. Position 

controllers are of proportional type, and there is a separate controller for every axis. Both 

rotary and linear sensors can serve as a source of position feedback signal. 

Test setup is based on manipulator Y axis and its linear position sensor. Y axis has been 

chosen because it is the most simple and reliable compared to other ones. X1 and X2 axes 

belt drives must always move synchronously, and Z axis movement includes controlling an 

electromagnetic brake, while Y axis movement involves just one belt drive control. Linear 

position sensor is used mainly due to the fact that rotary position sensor is connected 

directly to frequency converter and is already used in speed control loop, while linear 

position sensor is connected to distributed I/O modules and is not involved in any 

applications.  
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Table 5. Test case 2 equipment list. 

LTE router 1, 2 Telewell SF301-G 

IPC 1, 2 Beckhoff C6920-0050 

Indoor enB   

Distributed I/O rack 1, 2 Beckhoff EK1100-0000-0018 

Encoder I/O module 1, 2 Beckhoff EL5101-0000-1024 

Frequency Converter ABB ACSM1-04AM-016A-

4+K469+L518 

Linear position sensor Kübler 8.LI20.1111.2005 

PMSM + Rotary position sensor ESR Pollmeier MR7442.4799-U5-N030-G14 

Tooth-belt  Festo DGE-25-1200-ZR-RF-LK-RH-

GK 

Thus, Y axis linear position sensor is connected simultaneously to two Beckhoff EL5101 

encoder I/O modules. Each of these modules is a part of separate EK1100 distributed I/O 

rack. Then, everyrack is connected to corresponding IPC via Ethernet for Control 

Automation Technology (EtherCAT) fieldbus. 

First IPC performs all manipulator control routines and has access to linear position sensor 

measurements for every axis. Second IPC receives only Y axis linear position 

measurement, and then transmits it via Ethernet channel to the first IPC. Thus, First IPC 

gets same Y linear position measurement from two sources: EK1100 via EtherCAT 

fieldbus, and IPC2 via the aforementioned Ethernet connection.  

Therefore, by measuring the delay between two aforementioned signals it is possible to 

estimate the delay that is introduced by the Ethernet connection. Moreover, the latter can 

be configured as needed for the experiment purposes: it can be a wired Ethernet 

connection, or a wireless connection via 4G LTE network, and it can use UDP or TCP for 

transmission.  

One assumption must be mentioned here. The delay mentioned above is considered to be 

caused solely by the communication channel, even though it includes delays produced by 

other sources, for example by the asynchronous cycle execution of IPC 1 and IPC 2. 
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3.3.2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 

First goal of the experiments was to find out if latency requirements mentioned above in 

section 2 can be fulfilled under assumptions mentioned. Second goal was to demonstrate 

how certain factors affect the delay introduced by communication channel between IPCs to 

the position control loop feedback signal. Third goal was to show how does the 

aforementioned delay influence quality and performance of position control. 

As it was mentioned before, the experiment setup allows configuring Ethernet connection 

between IPCs 1 and 2. This configuration can be done by changing either the hardware 

configuration of the setup or software configuration of both IPCs. 

Variations in hardware of the test setup permit to compare wired and wireless physical 

connection types, as well as high and low Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) 

conditions for wireless connection scenario. Software modifications provide the possibility 

to change protocol used for communication between IPCs, and also to vary network load. 

All the above comparison options result in a number of experiment scenarios presented in 

the Table 6. 

Connection type scenario options were already described above, and can be easily 

understood from Figure 8. Briefly, IPCs 1 and 2 can be interconnected by an Ethernet 

100M cable, or via 4G LTE network through LTE routers 1 and 2, respectively. In the 

wired connection case, IPCs are connected via Ethernet 100M cables to the same LTE 

router and use their local subnet addresses to communicate with each other. For the second 

case, every IPC is connected to its own LTE router, and routers communicate via the enB. 

Also, IP addresses of routers in enB subnet are used for communication in this case. Both 

scenario options are presented in Figure 8. 

RSSI values corresponding to “high” and “low” scenario options in the table were 

estimated by means of trial and error. For a better understanding of this process, its 

description is provided below, and a laboratory layout where experiments were conducted 

is presented on Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

First of all, both LTE routers were configured to connect only to 4G LTE networks, 

excluding the possibility of switching to a 3G CDMA, or 2G EDGE network. Then, LTE 

router 1 was positioned on the 1st floor of the laboratory, in direct line of sight and as close 

as possible to the enB for every experiment scenario. On the contrary, LTE router 2 was 
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moved around both laboratory floors. For “high” RSSI value scenario option the router was 

positioned in the same place as LTE router 1 as can be seen below.  

 

Figure 9. Laboratory plan, “High RSSI” scenario. 

Then, for “Low” value option, the research was performed on basement floor to reduce 

RSSI. In addition, LTE router 2 was equipped with 30 dBm attenuators connected between 

its antennae and router itself, which further decreased RSSI. The lowest value of the latter, 

which still allowed router to correctly register in the test 4G LTE network is referred to as 

“low” in Table 6. LTE router positions where both values were achieved are marked in 

Figures Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

Network load scenario options include “Downlink”, “Uplink” and “Voice call”. In 

addition, certain combinations of three options mentioned were also considered, namely 

“No load” and “Downlink+Uplink”. All of these options are described in detail below.  
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Figure 10. Laboratory plan, “Low RSSI” scenario. 

If both LTE routers process only the communication between IPC 1 and IPC 2 in absence 

of any significant network load generated by other applications, then this scenario option is 

referred to as “No load”. 

Then, a “Voice call” scenario option implies that a Voice over IP (VoIP) traffic is being 

transferred between LTE routers 1 and 2. In practice a Skype video conversation was in 

process between two PCs connected to LTE routers 1 and 2. The purpose of this option 

was to investigate the impact of VoIP prioritized traffic on the delay in question. 

Finally, two remaining scenario options in Network load category, “Downlink” and 

“Uplink”, were introduced in order to test the 4G LTE network capability of prioritizing 

different types of traffic. It was already mentioned in section 1.4 that the research team did 

not have access to enB configuration files, including the list of Quality of Service (QoS) 

rules. The latter determine, among other parameters, which type of traffic is processed first 

if the enB has to deal with multiple traffic types at the same time. Therefore, in 

experiments presented the default enB configuration was utilized. 
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“Downlink” option involves applying network load to LTE router 1 downlink to create 

congestion. In practice, a video stream in 1080p was viewed on a PC connected to LTE 

router 1 while experiments were held. 

“Uplink” option serves the same purpose as previous one. Although, in this case 

congestion is created in the uplink channel of LTE router 2 by means of uploading files to 

a cloud storage at the same time with carrying out experiments. 

Before moving on to communication protocol scenario options, an software-wise overview 

of communication channel between IPC1 and IPC 2 is presented below. 

Communication between IPCs is implemented based on TF6311 TC3 TCP/UDP Realtime 

connectivity function in TwinCAT 3, a development environment for Beckhoff devices.  

 

Figure 11. TF6311 TC3 TCP/UDP Realtime operation principle [40]. 

The aforementioned function offers the real-time environment, where PLC program is 

executed, direct access to network adapters of the IPC, bypassing Windows and therefore 

reducing possible communication delay. Functions (methods) to implement both TCP/IP 

and UDP/IP communication processes are included in TwinCAT library [40]. 

Communication protocol scenario options comprise utilization of UDP/IP and TCP/IP. For 

every protocol, a separate program version has been created for every IPC. However, all 

program versions are based on the echo server examples for corresponding protocol 

available on Beckhoff website [41].  
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Table 6. List of completed experiment scenarios and scenario options involved. 

Experiment 

scenario 

number 

Hardware modifications Software modifications 

Connection 

type 

LTE router 2 

RSSI 
Protocol used Network load 

-93 

dBm 

(low) 

-53 

dBm 

(high) 

UDP TCP Downlink Uplink 
Voice 

call 

1 

4G LTE 

 • •     

2  • •    • 

3  • •  •   

4  • •   •  

5  • •  • •  

6 •  •     

7 •  •    • 

8 •  •  •   

9 •  •   •  

10 •  •  • •  

11  •  •    

12  •  •   • 

13  •  • •   

14  •  •  •  

15 •   •    

16 •   •   • 

17 •   • •   

18 •   •  •  

19 100M 

Cable 

N/A N/A •     

20 N/A N/A  •    

Communication-related parts of program versions mentioned above allow both IPCs to 

exchange variables, and are listed in Appendix 3. In the test setup, only one variable, 

namely linear position value, is sent from IPC 2 to IPC 1, as was described above. Thus, 

IPC 2 program utilizes a send function, and IPC 1 program – a receive one, respectively. It 

must be noted that IPC 1 program also includes some variables that are sent back to IPC 2. 

These are auxiliary and allow setting linear position sensor measurement to a specified 
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value simultaneously on both IPCs. This procedure is necessary because linear position 

sensor used in the test setup is relative, and must be reset to initial value before the start of 

every experiment. Auxiliary variables mentioned above are used for performing resetting 

routine in IPC 2 remotely from IPC 1 program. 

As it can be seen from Table 6, not every single parameter combination was investigated. 

For instance, there are only two scenarios with a cable connection between IPCs due to the 

fact that delay in this case was assumed to be significantly lower, than that of a wireless 

connection. That assumption appeared to be true, therefore two scenarios with cable 

connection were carried out solely to demonstrate the delay difference between wired and 

wireless connection type. Another point is that there were no experiments done with both 

“Downlink” and “Uplink” options and TCP protocol option, while similar experiments 

were performed with UDP protocol. The reason for that is conducting those experiments 

appeared to be pointless after attempting to do experiments #66, #67, #68 and #46. A 

detailed description is provided on page 45 and in section 4. 

A test movement cycle of three sequential position step references was chosen for carrying 

out all the experiments and is shown on the Figure 12. This cycle is repeated continuously 

for 20 times for the purpose of having more measurement points based on which mean 

delay value can be calculated (see section 4).  

All experiment data was recorded by a built-in TwinCAT scope on IPC 1. Apart from the 

aforementioned position setpoint variable there were two other ones recorded during every 

experiment, namely local and remote linear positions. Time interval between two 

consequitive measurements was equal to IPCs cycle time of 2 ms.  

Experiment numbers and corresponding scenario options can be found in Table 6, or in 

Table 8 in the next section together with the analysis of results. 

Color mapping is the same throughout the experiment set and can be found in Table 7.  
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Table 7. Experiment dataset legend, valid for simulation results as well. 

Variable name Color 

Position setpoint Green  

Local position measurement Navy 

Remote position measurement 

(used as position control feedback signal) 

Dark red 

 

 

Figure 12. Position reference cycle used for test case two experiments. 

On Figure 12 and all other figures illustrating experiment results, vertical axis represents 

raw relative linear position value in linear position sensor pulses, and horizontal axis stands 

for time in milliseconds. As position sensor is of relative type and its value is stored in a 

UINT type variable, any value from 0 to 65535 can be accepted as the initial one. 

However, in the experiments carried out, this initial value was set equal to 32000 for each 

scenario. Two other position setpoint magnitudes, 34000 and 30000, are equally distanced 

from the initial setpoint, and absolute position differences that occur during the cycle are 

2000 and 4000 pulses. The latter values can be converted to millimetres, taking into 

account the linear position sensor resolution, which is 0.1 mm/pulse, resulting in 200 and 

400 mm position differences, respectively [42]. 
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Time duration of the cycle is not constant, because during the experiment, algorithm 

switches to the next position setpoint value when position feedback signal becomes equal 

to the current setpoint. 

Experiment scenario results are presented in groups to demonstrate how every scenario 

option affects latency and the position control quality. Only first five cycles are shown for 

every experiment. Results that are not included in this section are listed in 65.  

To begin with, wired and wireless scenario options comparison is proposed. Results for 

experiments #1 and #19 are presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively. These 

experiment scenarios were chosen due to the fact that their scenario options are the same 

except connection type. It can already be noticed that the delay is higher in wireless case, 

while in the wired scenario plot two positions are equal. It should also be noted that a slight 

overshoot is present in the wireless scenario plot, and its appearance is one consequence of 

increased delay value, as can be seen below in the section 4. 

A disadvantage of experiment setup can also be spotted in Figure 13, that position setpoint 

was switching to its next value when position feedback was equal to the position setpoint. 

The right way to describe the setpoint swithcing condition should have also included a 

requirement that position feedback must stay in ±5% zone around the setpoint for a certain 

period of time. Therefore, in the results of this research, position transient times are subject 

to additional variation due to the aforementioned disadvantage. 
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Figure 13. Experiment #1: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“UDP”+“No load”. 

 

Figure 14. Experiment #19: “100M cable”+“UDP”+“No load”. 

Then, the influence of communication protocol used is to be shown. UDP and TCP 

performance comparison is best represented by experiment scenarios #2 and #12, presented 
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in Figures Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. It is easily noticeable that position control 

quality is significantly better in UDP case.  

 

Figure 15. Experiment #2: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“UDP”+“Voice call”. 

 

Figure 16. Experiment #12: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“TCP”+“Voice call”. 
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Next, a RSSI comparison is performed. To demonstrate the influence of signal strength on 

position control quality and latency, experiment scenarios #4, #9 and #5, #10 are 

compared. It can be easily observed that with low RSSI value position control loop 

becomes marginally stable in Figure 18 and unstable in Figure 20. Therefore, transient 

time could have increased to significant values. Fortunately, experiment setup 

disadvantage mentioned in previous comparison description proved to be useful in this 

situation and helped to interrupt axis oscillations. Overshoot values have increased 

drastically, which can also be noticed in Figures Figure 18 and Figure 20.  
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Figure 17. Experiment #4: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“UDP”+“Uplink”. 

 

Figure 18. Experiment #9: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“UDP”+“Uplink”. 
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Figure 19. Experiment #5: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“UDP”+“Downlink”+“Uplink”. 

 

Figure 20. Experiment #10: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“UDP”+“Downlink”+“Uplink”. 

Final comparison is done among various network load scenarios. Due to the fact that 

distinctions between “No load”, “Voice call” and “Downlink” options are insignificant, 

only one of those was selected to be compared with “Uplink” and “Uplink+Downlink” 
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scenario options, namely “No load”. “UDP” and “Low RSSI” options are selected to allow 

more representative comparison. Experiment scenario with “No load” option is shown in 

Figure 21, and two remaining experiments – in Figures Figure 18 and Figure 20. 

 

Figure 21. Experiment #6: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“UDP”+“No load”. 

It is noticeable that congestion in uplink channel of LTE router 2 (see “Uplink” option 

description above) significantly decreases positioning quality and increases transient times. 

When combined with LTE router 1 downlink channel congestion the aforementioned effect 

becomes more significant. 

It is important to mention also the fact that “TCP” communication protocol option 

combined with “Uplink”, “Downlink”, or combination of these two, resulted in a 

communication interrupt at approximately 20% of experiment cycle completed. Examples 

of the problem mentioned can be found in Figures Figure 22, Figure 32, Figure 33 and 

Figure 36 in below. Exact reasons of this communication loss are suggested in section 4. 
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Figure 22. Experiment #18: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“TCP”+“Uplink”. 

 

3.3.3.  SIMULATION DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 

In order to support experiment results, a simplified mathematical model of the test setup 

was created in MATLAB Simulink environment. Y axis tooth-belt model was created by 

the authors in [43], [44] and used in this research after getting a permission from them. Y 

axis tooth-belt drive includes the toothed belt itselft, two belt pulleys, a PMSM and a 

moving cart. There is no gearbox between PMSM and the driven pulley. Tooth-belt drive 

can be presented as a spring-mass system shown in Figure 23 (a). Drive behaviour is 

described by equations below: 

(𝐽𝑝 + 𝐽𝑚)𝜑1̈ + 𝜏𝑓1 = 𝑇 + 𝑟[𝐾1(𝑥)(𝑟𝜑1 − 𝑥) − 𝐾3(𝑟𝜑2 − 𝑟𝜑1)] (5) 

𝐽𝑝𝜑2̈ + 𝜏𝑓2 = 𝑟[𝐾2(𝑥)(𝑥 − 𝑟𝜑2) − 𝐾3(𝑟𝜑2 − 𝑟𝜑1)] (6) 

𝑚𝐿�̈� + 𝑓𝑓 = 𝐾1(𝑥)(𝑟𝜑1 − 𝑥) − 𝐾2(𝑥)(𝑥 − 𝑟𝜑2) (7) 

where 𝐽𝑝 and 𝐽𝑚 stand for pulley and motor inertias, 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 are angular positions of 

drive end and non-drive end pulleys respectively, 𝑟 is belt pulley radius, 𝑥 is the moving 

cart position, 𝑇 is motor torque, 𝑚𝐿 is the total mass of moving cart and load positioned on 

it, 𝐾1(𝑥) and 𝐾2(𝑥) are spring constants between moving cart and respective pulleys as a 
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function of cart position, 𝐾3(𝑥) is spring constant between pulleys and 𝜏𝑓1, 𝜏𝑓2, 𝑓𝑓 are 

friction force disturbances directed to both pulleys and the cart. In addition, 𝑙1(𝑥) and 

𝑙2(𝑥) in Figure 23 refer to tooth-belt lengths between cart and pulleys as functions of the 

cart position, and 𝑙3 is the belt length between pulleys. 

  

Figure 23. Y axis tooth-belt drive model (a), simplified two-mass model with belt damping 

(b) [43], [44]. 

Then, the aforementioned model is simplified to a two-mass system by neglecting free-end 

dynamics [38], [45]. The equations then transform into the ones:  

𝐽𝑠

𝑟
�̈� +

𝜏𝑓1

𝑟
=

𝐽𝑠

𝑟
− 𝑏𝑠(𝑟�̇� − �̇�) − 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥)(𝑟𝜑 − 𝑥) 

(8) 

𝑚𝐿�̈� + 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑏𝑠(𝑟�̇� − �̇�)+𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥)(𝑟𝜑 − 𝑥) (9) 

where 𝐽𝑠 stands for total inertia of driven end, and 𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥) is the equivalent spring 

constant for Y axis, that depends on moving cart position [43], [44]: 

𝐾𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐾1(𝑥) +
𝐾2(𝑥)𝐾3

𝐾2(𝑥)+𝐾3
 

(10) 
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Next, the only purpose of torque controller block is to filter out the high frequencies that 

can not be present in the actual motor torque. Torque and current controllers are assumed 

to be unity in this model. 

After adjusting the model described above, speed and position control loops were to be 

added. Speed controller was of proportional-integral type, with proportional and integral 

gains similar to those used in Y axis frequency converter controller. To provide speed 

setpoint processing similar to that implemented in the frequency converter, rate limiter and 

saturation blocks were added to the model. Parameters of those were taken directly from 

frequency converter parameters list. 

Position controller was of proportional type, with proportional gain equal to that of the 

controller implemented in IPC1 for Y axis. Position reference signal was derived from the 

one presented in Figure 12. However, there are distinctions between two setpoint signals. 

Firstly, in the model setpoint switches to its next value after a certain period of time. On 

the contrary, during experiments setpoint switched only when axis position was equal to 

setpoint signal. Secondly, model setpoint values are in metres, while that of experimental 

setup is in raw position values. Nevertheless, model setpoint was obtained from 

experimental one by means of converting raw position values to metres. 

Position feedback delay is simulated by means of a transport delay block. Mean delay 

value is taken from experimental data processing results presented in Table 8. 

Position feedback delay simulation by means of a variable delay block was also 

considered. This approach allows to simulate the effect of PDV on the position control. In 

this case, delay value was generated by a random number block, hence it was assumed that 

delay value follows a normal distribution. Mean delay value was taken from experimental 

data processing results presented in Table 8. In addition, delay can be switched from 

variable to constant and vice versa, determined by the saturation block parameters. If one 

inputs max and min delay values into the block limit fields according to Table 8, then 

delay follows normal distribution within these limits. Otherwise, min and max values can 

be set equal to the mean value to simulate constant delay.  

However, using normal distribution with saturation limits for variable delay simulation did 

not yield expected results. The problem is apparently that a different distribution has to be 

used for generating variable delay based on max and mean values. Therefore, simulation 
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results below are obtained in constant delay simulations, and variable delay simulation 

model is postponed for future research. 

 

Figure 24. Y axis simulation model. 

 

Figure 25. Simulation result for experiment #2, mean delay = 26 ms. 

Resulting model is presented in Figure 24. Lowest, highest and average mean delay values 

obtained during experiments were used to test the model, namely 26 ms, 320 ms and 98 ms 

from experiments #1, #16 and #10 respectively. For each value simulations were carried 

out with constant delay. Color reference for simulation result graphs presented in Figures 

Figure 25-Figure 27 is the same as for experiment data graphs in Table 7. 
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Figure 26. Simulation result for experiment #16, mean delay = 98 ms. 

 

Figure 27. Simulation result for experiment #10, mean delay = 320 ms. 
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In general, in all simulation scenarios considered setup behaviour is similar to respective 

experiment scenarios. However, the model needs to be significantly improved. For 

example, variable delay should be added in order to increase accuracy of model results and 

its similarity to experiment data. Another issue is that a simplified tooth-belt model is used 

during simulation, which does not take into account friction in the belt mechanism. Finally, 

effort may be put in getting more accurate values of model parameters. 
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4. ANALYSIS 

Analysis of experiment data set was aimed for obtaining mean delay, mean overshoot 

percentage and mean transient time values throughout each experiment. Maximum 

magnitudes for variables mentioned in previous sentence were also recorded. In order to 

obtain the aforementioned parameters, a processing script was written in MATLAB and it 

can be found below in 69. 

Delay value was calculated for each local position data point. It was estimated as a 

difference between the timestamp of the point mentioned in previous sentence and a 

certain remote position data point timestamp: 

𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 =  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 (11) 

The remote position data point selection criteria was the following: 

{
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙  <  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 <  𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 + 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 =  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙
 

(12) 

where 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 was equal to 200 samples in general case, and 400 samples for high 

latency cases. To increase accuracy and reduce the number of false measurements, only 

points belonging to a certain range between current and previous position setpoints were 

considered. After a delay value was obtained for every point that was in the 

aforementioned range, mean delay value was calculated for corresponding experiment 

scenario. 

For overshoot percentage determination, only remote position measurements exceeding the 

position setpoint value with the same timestamp were considered. Every overshoot section 

of the remote position curve was consequently separated into a vector. Then, maximum 

value among all vector elements 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 was found. Finally, overshoot was calculated as a 

percentage of the difference between current and previous position setpoints 𝑝𝑜𝑠∗ and 

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣
∗ , respectively: 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑡 =
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

|𝑝𝑜𝑠∗ − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣
∗ |

 ∙ 100% 
(13) 

After processing was finished, mean value for the overshoot was found as well. Detailed 

calculation process for overshoot values can be found in MATLAB script in Appendix 2. 
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Transient time was estimated as a timestamp difference between two consequtive position 

setpoint switching points. After all experiment data points were processed, mean and max 

transient time values were selected for every experiment scenario. 

Reliability and jitter estimation is based on counting the number of packets sent and 

received, as follows from PDR(PLR) and PDV acronyms. However, during experiments 

the parameters mentioned were not measured directly, which makes it impossible to 

calculate reliability and jitter on the basis of packet numbers. On the other hand, both of 

these metrics can still be estimated based on local and remote position measurement data 

points obtained during experiments. To distinguish metrics mentioned in the previous 

sentence from PDR and PDV, they are introduced below as Data point Delivery Ratio 

(DDR) and Data point Delivery Variation (DDV). 

DDV metric was calculated as a difference between maximum and mean delay values 

obtained during a single experiment scenario. In addition, another version of DDV metric 

was computed as a difference between maximum and minimum delay value obtained. 

𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (14) 

𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 (15) 

DDR is obtained from the experimental data in the following way. Only remote position 

measurement data points that belonged to the range mentioned52 were considered. For 

every point a condition was checked whether position value is equal to the previous one. If 

this condition was true, information containing the current data point was considered as 

“lost”, and the counter of “lost” points was incremented. At the same time, every data point 

considered during processing was counted to obtain a total number of points. Finally, DDR 

was estimated as: 

𝐷𝐷𝑅 = 1 −
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠
 

(16) 

Aforementioned parameters estimation procedure is also depicted in Figure 28 below. 

Along with mean value for every parameter mentioned above, maximum values were also 

found. Results of experiment data processing can be found in Table 8 below. 
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Figure 28. Explanation of parameters obtained during experiment data processing. 

It should be mentioned here that for some experiments in Table 8 (max delay) and 

𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑚𝑖𝑛 values are equal, which means that minimum delay calculated was 0 ms. 

Such delay magnitude is obviously not possible, and this issue is caused by the MATLAB 

script, that calculates the delay incorrectly for some data points in the set. It is therefore 

obvious that script alorithm has to be improved. This problem has not had a significant 

effect on most important results calculation accuracy, so it was decided to leave the 

improvement for future research. 
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Table 8. Experimental data analysis results. 

Experiment 

scenario 

number 

Hardware modifications Software modifications Most important resuts Additional results 

Connecti

on type 

LTE router 2 RSSI 
Protocol 

used 
Network load 

Mean 

delay, ms 

DDV 

max- 

mean, ms 

 

(jitter) 

Mean  

overshoot

, % 

Mean  

transient 

time, ms 

DDR 

 

 

(Reliabili

ty) 

Max 

delay, ms 

DDV 

max-min, 

ms 

Max 

transient 

time, ms 

Min 

transient 

time, ms 

Max 

overshoot

, % 
-93 dBm 

(low) 

-53 dBm 

(high) 
UDP TCP 

Down 

link 
Uplink 

Voice 

call 

1 

4G LTE 

 • •     26.40 20.60 2.32 1418.20 0.278313

8918345

71 

47.00 37.00 1800.00 978.00 3.8 

2  • •    • 27.06 46.94 2.55 1380.71 0.321273

8988063

80 

74.00 72.00 1782.00 944.00 6.0 

3  • •  •   29.00 37.00 2.65 1406.20 0.291125

8278145

70 

66.00 64.00 1790.00 928.00 6.1 

4  • •   •  51.45 20.55 6.93 1551.59 0.340256

6970229

54 

72.00 38.00 2548.00 986.00 9.1 

5  • •  • •  52.02 33.98 6.99 1508.31 0.356090

3212127

64 

86.00 70.00 2664.00 930.00 11.3 

6 •  •     27.54 28.46 2.82 1406.81 0.256306

3303290

49 

56.00 42.00 1888.00 928.00 5.6 

7 •  •    • 27.85 32.15 2.61 1418.98 0.304903

8258296

34 

60.00 56.00 1750.00 918.00 4.1 

8 •  •  •   28.97 43.03 2.89 1437.73 0.265080

7136788

45 

72.00 64.00 1842.00 968.00 5.0 

9 •  •   •  206.61 165.39 27.70 3269.25 0.182854

1303378

08 

372.00 315.38 10014.00 874.00 54.9 

10 •  •  • •  321.21 217.79 52.70 5261.22 0.154461

3404135

49 

539.00 419.00 28424.00 442.00 108.05 

11  •  •    50.56 151.44 8.49 1958.58 0.063739

1533000

263 

202.00 202.00 3142.00 1028.00 15.55 

12  •  •   • 82.49 71.51 10.22 3183.62 0.037314

0141777

674 

154.00 138.00 6460.00 1430.00 33.15 

13(F)  •  • •   14.36 47.64 7.27 2050.00 0.018725

6176853

056 

62.00 62.00 2924.00 1494.00 11.50 

14(F)  •  •  •  57.17 122.83 11.28 5025.86 0.041180

5078929

307 

180.00 180.00 18738.00 1390.00 35.55 

15 •   •    91.19 110.81 9.94 3922.24 0.032833

7399790

868 

202.00 202.00 8746.00 1780.00 34.75 

16 •   •   • 98.05 81.95 10.37 4089.56 0.032075

6121157

997 

180.00 158.00 7802.00 1006.00 40.20 

17(F) •   • •   85.22 46.78 9.66 3176.33 0.036603

2210834

554 

132.00 90.00 4562.00 1786.00 23.60 

18(F) •   •  •  112.19 173.81 14.34 3171.50 0.022887

3239436

620 

286.00 286.00 3778.00 2150.00 30.45 

19 100M 

Cable 

N/A N/A •     1.12 12.88 0.00 1385.66 0.999468

5938994

58 

14.00 14.00 1920.00 1110.00 0.00 

20 N/A N/A  •    0.76 9.24 0.00 1403.39 0.999946

8706832

43 

10.00 10.00 1916.00 1122.00 0.00 
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It can be noticed from Table 8 that all other parameters increase together with mean delay 

value. “Network load” option, particularly “Uplink” scenario, appeared to have the worst 

impact on LTE RAN OTT. In addition, by comparing corresponding experiments with 

“High RSSI” (#4, #5) and “Low RSSI” (#9, #10) options it is also noticeable that in “Low 

RSSI” conditions the aforementioned impact is four to six times greater. “Downlink” 

scenario had less influence on mean delay value, but this may be explained by the fact that 

LTE router 1 remained in “High RSSI” condition during all experiments, while LTE router 

2 was also subject to “Low RSSI” conditions.  

DDR metric values obtained are very low for every 4G LTE scenario compared to 100M 

cable ones, where expected magnitudes of 0.999 were obtained. For TCP scenarios the 

metric does not exceed 0.07. This may be caused by a variety of factors, from poor 

protocol communication implementation in IPC programs to possible case when different 

parts of a TCP telegram may have ben lost during consecutive retransmissions. 

Utilisation of TCP happened to be another crucial factor affecting control quality. In Table 

8, experiments marked as (F) and highlighted with yellow were not completed properly 

due to an issue mentioned above. Thus, results obtained by processing data related to these 

experiments can not be considered valid. Main suggestion for possible reasons of this 

behaviour is that QoS rules of the test LTE network enB prioritize video traffic over other 

packet flows. As a result, TCP packets with lower priority are dropped after a certain 

amount of retransmission attempts. It should be noted that on Figure 33, in experiment #14 

video stream was switched on only after three cycles, which rapidly resulted in 

communication failure. Another possible reason may be incorrect TCP communication 

implementation in programs of both IPCs. Therefore, additional testing should be done to 

determine the actual reason of TCP communication failures. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

As the initial goal of this research was to determine if the private LTE network is suitable 

to be used in a microgrid protection setup, results described in sections 3.2, 3.3.2 and 4 

have be applied to the aforementioned application.  

To begin with, for a single enodeB the area suitable for microgrid protection devices 

installation may be smaller compared to the network coverage area, as it was shown that 

LTE network latency increases with signal strength decrease.  

Besides, in the network concept accepted in the scope of Fusion Grid project, microgrid 

protection devices have to co-exist with other UE under the same enB. This means that 

LTE network has to provide an acceptable QoS level for every UE device, and results 

obtained show that in its current configuration test LTE network cannot fulfill this 

requirement, as latency is increased significantly with network load increase. On the other 

hand, in the experiments conducted, load was applied to the same UE that performed 

latency-sensitive communication, which will probably not be possible in the real-life 

microgrid protection setup. Therefore, additional tests have to be carried out in order to 

estimate the influence of network load generated by other UE on the latency introduced by 

LTE network latency-sensitive application, making sure that all devices are connected to 

the same enodeB. 

Experiments have also shown, that out of two communication protocols considered, UDP 

is preferred in order to decrease network latency. 

Finally, results obtained by processing experiment data clearly demonstrate that test 4G 

LTE network OTT is not low enough to meet all the requirements of IEC 61850-5 standard 

presented in Table 3. This, however, does not mean that a LTE RAN can not be used as a 

communication medium for microgrid protection due to a number of reasons given below.  

Firstly, an assumption mentioned above states that all equipment used during experiments 

is for general purpose use cases and commmercially available. In addition, no specific 

communication protocol or other software was developed. Thus, it can be assumed that 

network delay can be reduced by, for example, integrating LTE router functionality into an 

IPC.  

Secondly, the fact that TDD is used by test LTE RAN increases OTT. Initially TDD has 

apparently been chosen due to easier carrier frequency acquisition procedure. Thus, it is 
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possible to decrease the delay by switching to a FDD band. Another possibility offered by 

LTE RAN provider is to adjust network QoS priorities and network scheduler rules, which 

is expected to significantly lower delays in network congestion affected scenarios. 

It should also be noted that the experiment idea presented in case 2 section above was not 

the only one considered during research process. For instance, a possibility to route 

EtherCAT fieldbus through 4G LTE network was considered, but it appeared to be 

impossible without specific hardware. It is stated on Beckhoff website that EtherCAT does 

not support routing and switching by IP-compatible devices, for the reason that it would 

affect real-time performance of the fieldbus. However, there is a protocol designed 

specifically for the purpose of using EtherCAT for factory automation with less strict 

latency requirements and the possibility of routing or switching – EtherCAT Automation 

Protocol (EAP). It may appear that this protocol offers lower OTT compared to UDP or 

TCP. 

Thirdly, no access was provided to LTE RAN configuration, so lower OTT values can 

probably be achieved by correctly setting up QoS rules of the network, as was mentioned 

above. This circumstance is especially important taking into account that the main purpose 

of 4G LTE RAN in the project is to provide Internet access to customers, and therefore it is 

crucial to ensure microgrid protection traffic priority. 

Finally, IEC 61850 was originally developed for substations, therefore its latency 

requirements may be unnecessarily strict for a certain type of microgrid. Depending on 

protection device type and maximum short-circuit current magnitude of the microgrid, 

delay times may be subject to an increase. However, to support this proposal a series of 

tests has to be done on a microgrid test setup.  

IEC 61850 also makes use of GOOSE protocol that operates on network layer to ensure 

reliable and fast delivery of messages to protection devices. The standard implies that 

GOOSE messages are transferred over Ethernet, and that is the common practice [16]. 

Nevertheless, there is research activity in the field of sending GOOSE messages over 

IPv4/v6 and WAN [25]. It will probably reduce the latency caused by TCP or UDP 

protocol, but will add IP delay instead. 
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The most important direction for future research is to carry out tests on real microgrid 

setup with certain protection devices. Main purpose of these tests is to find out if IEC 

61850-5 requirements are valid for a specific type of microgrid used in the project. 

Another crucial area that is yet to be investigated is the configuration of LTE RAN enBs. It 

has to be found out what are the QoS rules configured, and how can they be modified in 

order to decrease OTT, especially under network congestion conditions. 

It has to be noted as well that availability data concering the whole period of private LTE 

RAN operation should be delivered by its provider to the research team, so it may be 

analyzed to obtain more accurate availability characteristics for the network. 

One more important question to address is the LTE RAN improved reliability estimation. 

In the TCP/UDP realtime communication there is a possibility to count received/sent 

packets, and this can be done while carrying out experiments. Implementing this 

calculation will allow direct estimation of PDR and PDV metrics for the communication 

channel. 

Other possible research opportunities are simulation model and result processing algorithm 

improvement,especially variable delay simulation implementation.  

EAP testing on the case 2 test setup for comparing latency values with the results of this 

research can be considered as well. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

An experimental study of test LTE RAN was carried out in order to find out whether it can 

be used as a communication medium in microgrid protection application. Network OTT 

requirements were set based on IEC 61850-5 standard. A series of experiments involving a 

position control application was performed to measure test LTE network OTT and 

compare it with requirements mentioned earlier. Simulation model of test setup was also 

developed with simulation results repeating general behaviour of the setup. 

It was shown that the lowest mean OTT value of test LTE RAN with assumptions accepted 

is 26 ms, which does not comply with the most strict IEC 61850-5 OTT requirement of 3 

ms. However, additional research and test work is required to approve or refute this result 

due to the presence of assumptions and points listed in section 5.  
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APPENDIX 1. UNUSED EXPERIMENT DATA 

 

Figure 29. Experiment #3: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“UDP”+“Downlink”. 

 

Figure 30. Experiment #7: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“UDP”+“Voice call”. 
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Figure 31. Experiment #11: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“TCP”+“No load”. 

 

Figure 32. Experiment #13: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“TCP”+“Downlink”. 
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Figure 33. Experiment #14: “4G LTE”+“High RSSI”+“TCP”+“Uplink”. 

 

Figure 34. Experiment #15: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“TCP”+“No load”. 
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Figure 35. Experiment #16: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“TCP”+“Voice call”. 

 

Figure 36. Experiment #17: “4G LTE”+“Low RSSI”+“TCP”+“Downlink”. 
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APPENDIX 2. EXPERIMENT DATA PROCESSING SCRIPT 

 

% Post Processing experiment data 
% Authors: Fedor Polunin and Dick Carrillo Melgarejo 
% Date: 2018-08,09,10 

  
%% Variables initialization 

  
%RUN PROCESSALL.m to initialize three variables below: 
%modify_alg = 0; 
%experiment_number = 1; 
%results = {}; 

  
%Untitled - a table with experiment data consisting of 5 columns: 
%Start_bit      
%Timestamp       
%Local position measurement    
%Remote Position measurement      
%Position Setpoint 

  
firstrow = max(find((Untitled{:,1})==1))+1; %determining the index of the 

first row after test has started. 
length_data = length(Untitled{:,2})-firstrow; %find the length of 

Untitled table without rows with data before firstrow 
clear delay_vec;                %in case of consecutive runs delete prev 

delay_vec 
delay_vec = [];                 %a vector of the delay values for every 

point of experiment data 
delay_vec_notprocessed = [];    %an original vector of the delay values 

for every point of experiment data before delay_vec normalisation  

     
if modify_alg == 1              %algorithm modification condition for 

high latency scenarios 
    window_size = 400;          %how many remote pos values will be 

tested starting from one  
                                %with the same timestamp as the current 

local position value has 
%     upper_range_low_limit = 32250; 
%     upper_range_high_limit = 33250; 
%     lower_range_low_limit = 30250; 
%     lower_range_high_limit = 31750; 
    upper_range_low_limit = 32500; 
    upper_range_high_limit = 33500; 
    lower_range_low_limit = 30500; 
    lower_range_high_limit = 31500;     

  

  
else 
    window_size = 200;          %how many remote pos values will be 

tested starting from one  
                                %with the same timestamp as the current 

local position value has 
%     upper_range_low_limit = 32200; 
%     upper_range_high_limit = 33800; 
%     lower_range_low_limit = 30200; 
%     lower_range_high_limit = 31800;     
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    upper_range_low_limit = 32250; 
    upper_range_high_limit = 33750; 
    lower_range_low_limit = 30250; 
    lower_range_high_limit = 31750;     

  
end 

  

  
overshoot_percentage = [];      %a vector of the overshoot values for 

every overshoot case throughout experiment data 

  
localovershoot = [];            %an auxiliary vector of values that are 

greater than current setpoint value 
                                % emptied after values become less than 

setpoint value 

                                 
initial_timestamp_value = Untitled{firstrow,2}; %timestamp of test start 

  
prev_setpointchange_timestamp = initial_timestamp_value;    %previous 

setpoint change timestamp  

  
transienttime_vector = [];      %a vector of all transient times 

throughout experiment data 

  
%% Going through the data 
display('running...')           %indicate that processing has started 
for jj=firstrow:length_data-window_size-1       %for all data points 

minus window_size otherwise error is occured 
                                                %jj - row number                                
    timestamp_value = Untitled{jj,2};           % assinging current 

column values to respective variables 
    localY_value = Untitled{jj,3};       
    remoteY_value = Untitled{jj,4}; 
    posrefY_value = Untitled{jj,5}; 
    posrefY_value_prev = Untitled{jj-1,5}; 

     
%%Getting each overshoot value in percents to a single vector 
    %overshoot_percentage 

     
    if      ((remoteY_value > 34000+10))...  
              ||... 
            ((remoteY_value > 32000+10) && (posrefY_value == 32000))...  
              ||... 
            ((remoteY_value < 30000-10)) 

             
            localovershoot = [localovershoot remoteY_value]; 

     
    elseif localovershoot 
            if localovershoot(1) > (34000+10) 
                overshoot_percentage = [overshoot_percentage 

(((unique(max(localovershoot)))-34000)/(34000-32000))*100]; 

             
            elseif localovershoot(1) > (32000+10) && localovershoot(1) < 

(34000) 
                overshoot_percentage = [overshoot_percentage 

(((unique(max(localovershoot)))-32000)/(32000-30000))*100]; 
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            elseif localovershoot(1) < (30000-10) 
                overshoot_percentage = [overshoot_percentage 

(((unique(min(localovershoot)))-30000)/(30000-34000))*100]; 
            end 
            localovershoot = []; 
   end; 

    
%overshoot done 

    
%%Transient time as time difference between setpoint switch point 

timestamps 

  
    if      ((posrefY_value ~= posrefY_value_prev))  
        transienttime_vector = [transienttime_vector (timestamp_value-

prev_setpointchange_timestamp)]; 
        prev_setpointchange_timestamp = timestamp_value; 
    end 

     
%transient time done 

  
%%Mean delay vector estimation 

  
   if ((localY_value > upper_range_low_limit) && (localY_value < 

upper_range_high_limit)) ...    %leaving out peak values and constant 

periods 
           || ...                                               %only 

increase or decrease is considered 
           ((localY_value > lower_range_low_limit) && (localY_value < 

lower_range_high_limit)) 

 
       %%Reliability estimation 
        if ( Untitled{jj,3} ~= Untitled{jj-1,3} ) && ( Untitled{jj,4} == 

Untitled{jj-1,4} ) 
            packets_lost = packets_lost +1; 
        end 

         
         packets_sent_total = packets_sent_total + 1; 
%         %reliability done 

 
        % Getting a vector of error between remote and local position 

measurements.  
        % The size of this vector depends on the window_size variable 
        difference = Untitled{jj:jj+window_size,4}-localY_value;  
        %find minimal abs value of the aforementioned vector 
        min_value = min(abs(difference));  
        %getting the index (line number) of the above value 
        index_dif = find(abs(difference)==min_value); 
        % getting the row number of corresponding value in the initial 

dataset 
        index_of_interest = jj+index_dif-1; 
        %create a remote position measurements vector with row numbers 

obtained above 
        value_ff= Untitled{index_of_interest,4}; 
        %if there is only one unique value in value_ff, but it repeats 
        %multiple times 
        %leave only the index of first one in index of interest 
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        if length(unique(value_ff))==1 
            %value_ff = value_ff(1); 
            index_of_interest = index_of_interest(1); 
        end 

         
        % Calculating Delay 
        time_1 = Untitled{jj,2};%local position measurement timestamp 
        time_2 = Untitled{index_of_interest,2}; %closest remote position 

measurement timestamp 
        delay = (time_2 - time_1); 
        delay_average  = mean(delay); 
        %Adding delay value to delay vector 
        delay_vec = [delay_vec delay_average]; 

         
    end 
end 
%some statistical procedures to improve the accuracy of mean delay (used 
%only for high latency cases 
%normalizing the delay_vec  
if modify_alg 
    delay_vec_notprocessed = delay_vec; 
    std_deviation = sqrt(var(delay_vec)); 
    media_base = mean(delay_vec); 
    plot(delay_vec,'r') 
    hold on 
    for gg = 1:length(delay_vec) 
        if delay_vec(gg) >  media_base + 2*std_deviation 
            delay_vec(gg)=media_base + std_deviation; 
        end 
        if delay_vec(gg) < media_base - 2* std_deviation 
            delay_vec(gg)=media_base - std_deviation ; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  

%Calculating reliability PDR 

  
reliability = 1 - (packets_lost/packets_sent_total); 

 
%Displaying results and storing them in results table in the row = 
%experiment_number 

 

disp('                  Most important values') 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,1} = mean(delay_vec); 
disp(['mean delay = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,1}),' ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,2} = max(delay_vec)-mean(delay_vec); 
disp(['PDV max-mean = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,2}),' ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,3} = mean(overshoot_percentage); 
disp(['mean overshoot = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,3}),' %']) 
disp(' ') 
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results{experiment_number,4} = mean(transienttime_vector); 
disp(['mean transient time = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,4}),' 

ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,5} = reliability; 
disp(['reliability = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,5}),' ']) 
disp(' ') 

  
disp('                  Additional delay & PDV values') 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,6} = max(delay_vec); 
disp(['max delay = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,6}),' ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,7} = max(delay_vec)-min(delay_vec); 
disp(['PDV max-min = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,7}),' ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
disp('                  Additional transient values') 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,8} = max(transienttime_vector); 
disp(['max transient time = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,8}),' 

ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,9} = min(transienttime_vector); 
disp(['min transient time = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,9}),' 

ms']) 
disp(' ') 

  
results{experiment_number,10} = max(overshoot_percentage); 
disp(['max overshoot = ', num2str(results{experiment_number,10}),' %']) 
disp(' ') 
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APPENDIX 3. IPC PROGRAM COMMUNICATION-RELATED PARTS 

UDP case 

IPC 1 (position receiver) 

 

<POU Name="MAIN" Id="{2c28d4be-781f-4376-bdcd-b6bd6db97e6f}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

PROGRAM MAIN 

VAR 

. . . 

//Udp receiver Function Block instance (for linear position reception 

from another IPC) 

 

fbUdp1 : FB_UdpReceiver; 

 

. . . //other variables declaration 

 

END_VAR 

     

      //UDP receiver function block call 

fbUdp1(     

 SENDdatavar := RemoteIPCcntrlvar,//input variable 

for the data to be sent to other device (to IPC2) 

      

 SendTo_Port  := 10000,  

  //input variable for the destination UDP port number on the 

other device (on IPC2) 

      

 RECEIVEDdatavar => COUNTERY_remote); //output variable 

containing data (remote position measurement) received from other device 

(from IPC2)   

       

. . . //other program code 

</POU> 

 

<POU Name="FB_UdpReceiver" Id="{3b4b2ae9-c069-42e3-9b69-f42439287066}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

FUNCTION_BLOCK FB_UdpReceiver IMPLEMENTS ITcIoUdpProtocolRecv 

VAR_INPUT 

 SENDdatavar :RemoteIPCcntrl ; // variable that is 

sent from this IPC (IPC1) 

 SendTo_Port : UINT := 10000; // destination UDP 

port for the data that is sent from IPC1 (set same receive UDP port in 

IPC2 UDP function) 

END_VAR 

VAR_OUTPUT 

 RECEIVEDdatavar:UINT;//remote position measurement received 

from IPC2 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 {attribute 'TcInitSymbol'} 

 oid : OTCID;  
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 ipUdp : ITcIoUdpProtocol; 

 nUdpPort : UINT := 10000 ;//this is IPC1 UDP port where the 
data sent from another device (from IPC2) is received (data = remote 

position measurement) 

 nReceivedPakets : UINT;//received packets counter 

 uLastReceivedIP : U_IpAdr; //IP address of the device that 

sent the last packet received by this device (sent by IPC2, received by 

IPC1) 

 hrInit : HRESULT; 

 hrSend  : HRESULT;  

  

   

 RECEIVEDdatapointer : POINTER TO UINT; //Pointer to the data 

received by this device ( by IPC1) 

 SENDdatapointer: PVOID; //Pointer to the data to be sent from 
this device (from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

 

IF ipUdp <> 0 THEN //this IF statement defines whether device is 

listening on defined UDP port to receive packets, with default "IF ipUdp 

<> 0 THEN" it always listens 

 ipUdp.CheckReceived(); 

 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_exit" Id="{0258286a-12f2-440d-8e54-fd50a76e4c92}"> 

 

  {attribute 'conditionalshow'} 

METHOD FB_exit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

 bInCopyCode : BOOL; // if TRUE, the exit method is called for 

exiting an instance that is copied afterwards (online change). 

END_VAR 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipUdp <> 0 THEN  

  ipUdp.UnregisterReceiver(nUdpPort); // Shutdown 

  FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipUdp)); 

  FB_exit := TRUE;  

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_init" Id="{3f9ab792-5971-4b0c-a6bc-dc33a9b3d66e}"> 

 

{attribute 'conditionalshow'} 

METHOD FB_init : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

 bInitRetains : BOOL; // if TRUE, the retain variables are 

initialized (warm start / cold start) 

 bInCopyCode : BOOL;  // if TRUE, the instance afterwards gets 

moved into the copy code (online change) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 ipSrv : ITComObjectServer; 

 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipUdp = 0 THEN 

     hrInit := FW_ObjMgr_GetObjectInstance( oid:=oid,  
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 iid:=TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoUdpProtocol,  

      

     pipUnk:=ADR(ipUdp) 

); 

  IF SUCCEEDED(hrInit) THEN  

   IF  

SUCCEEDED(ipUdp.RegisterReceiver(nUdpPort, THIS^)) THEN //open port 

    FB_init := TRUE; 

   ELSE  

    FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipUdp)); 

   END_IF 

  END_IF     

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_reinit" Id="{230ea14e-9797-48ee-9586-6313ceab7837}"> 

 

{attribute 'conditionalshow'} 

METHOD FB_reinit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

END_VAR 

 

IF (ipUdp <> 0) THEN  

 ipUdp.RegisterReceiver(nUdpPort, THIS^); 

 FB_reinit := TRUE;  

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveData" Id="{cb5b89bf-a2d8-4ac3-bd40-

64d876626d0f}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveData'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

METHOD ReceiveData : HRESULT // executed when a packet is received; 

sends back data pointed by SENDdatapointer of size nData 

      

  // uses variables declared in FB_UdpReceiver 

VAR_INPUT 

 ipAddr : UDINT;// IP address of the device, to which the 

data is sent (to IPC2) 

 udpDestPort : UINT;// source UDP port of this device 

(IPC1), from which the data is sent 

 udpSrcPort : UINT;// destination UDP port of the device, to 

which the data is sent (to IPC2) 

 nData : UDINT;//size of data to be sent 

 pData : PVOID;// probably an internal method pointer to 

the data received from another device (from IPC2) 

 pVlan : POINTER TO ETYPE_VLAN_HEADER := 0; 

  

END_VAR 

 

nReceivedPakets := nReceivedPakets+1;// received packets counter 
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uLastReceivedIP.ipAdrInternal := ipAddr;// variable that is used to 

store IP address of the device that sent the last packet received by 

this device (sent by IPC2, received by IPC1) 

 

RECEIVEDdatapointer := pData; // get the pointer to data received 

from other device; pData is probably an internal method pointer 

RECEIVEDdatavar := RECEIVEDdatapointer^; // store received data 

pointed by RECEIVEDdatapointer into a variable RECEIVEDdatavar 

 

 

 

IF ipUdp <> 0 THEN // This IF statement is responsible for sending 

back data every time a packet is received, with default "IF ipUdp <> 

0 THEN" it always sends back data 

 

 SENDdatapointer := ADR(SENDdatavar);// get a pointer to the 

data that should be sent to other device (to IPC2) 

 nData := SIZEOF(SENDdatavar);//get size of the data that 

should be sent to other device (to IPC2) 

 udpSrcPort := SendTo_Port;// // destination UDP port for the 

data that is sent from IPC1 (set same receive UDP port in IPC2 UDP 

function) 

 hrSend := ipUdp.SendData(ipAddr, udpSrcPort, udpDestPort, 

nData, SENDdatapointer, TRUE, 0); // sends data to other device (to 

IPC2) 

 

<Method Name="TcAddRef" Id="{2d410f6b-c6bd-4033-8c18-8496c8308aff}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcAddRef'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

METHOD TcAddRef : UDINT 

 

<Method Name="TcQueryInterface" Id="{0544c61f-9985-4e5f-b52a-

347332675914}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcQueryInterface'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

METHOD TcQueryInterface : HRESULT 

VAR_INPUT 

 iid : REFERENCE TO IID; 

 pipItf : POINTER TO PVOID; 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 ipUdpRecv : ITcIoUdpProtocolRecv; 

 ipUnknown : ITcUnknown;  

END_VAR 

 

IF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), 

ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoUdpProtocolRecv)) THEN 

 ipUdpRecv := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipUdpRecv); 
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 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK; 

ELSIF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcUnknown)) 

THEN 

 ipUnknown := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipUnknown); 

 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK; 

ELSE 

 TcQueryInterface := E_HRESULTAdsErr.NOINTERFACE ; //Call super 

if this fb extends some other 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="TcRelease" Id="{bb0886f8-6f09-4d5a-835f-a451f23c160e}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcRelease'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

METHOD TcRelease : UDINT 

 

  </POU> 

 

IPC 2 (position sender) 

 

 

<POU Name="MAIN" Id="{6560dc88-3d3b-492d-977d-4172c8a698a8}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

PROGRAM MAIN 

VAR 

 //Function block instance declaration 

 fbUdp1 : FB_UdpSender; 

 SENDlinposvalue :UINT := 0;// variable to be sent to another 

device (to IPC1) 

 DestinationIP_input :U_IpAdr;// variable that contains IP 

address of another device (of IPC1) 

 DestinationPort_input :UINT := 10000;//variable that contains 

destination UDP port number on another device (on IPC1) 

 LinPosValue AT %I*:UINT := 0; //variable with position 

measurement value  

 SetCounter AT %Q* :BOOL := 0; // bool variable that resets 

position value to SetCounterValue when changed from 0 to 1 

 SetCounterValue AT %Q* : UINT :=0;// value to be set as 

current position value when SetCounterValue changes from 0 to 1 

 RemoteIPCcntrlvar : RemoteIPCcntrl; // variable that contains 

data received from another device (from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

 

SENDlinposvalue := LinPosValue;// input position measurement to variable 

that is sent to another device (to IPC1) 

//IP address of destination device (of IPC1) input 

DestinationIP_input.ipAdr[3]:=192; 

DestinationIP_input.ipAdr[2]:=168; 

DestinationIP_input.ipAdr[1]:=67;//67/88 
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DestinationIP_input.ipAdr[0]:=21;//21/95 

 

DestinationPort_input := 10000; //variable that contains destination UDP 

port number on another device (on IPC1) 

 

fbUdp1( SENDdatavar   := SENDlinposvalue,//input 

variable for the data to be sent to other device (to IPC1) 

  Destination_IP   := 

DestinationIP_input,//IP address of destination device (of IPC1) input 

variable 

  SendTo_Port  := 

DestinationPort_input,//input variable for the destination UDP port 

number on the other device (on IPC1) 

  RECEIVEDdatavar => RemoteIPCcntrlvar); 

//output variable containing data (position measurement setting 

variables) received from other device (from IPC1) 

 

//Local variables responsible for setting position measurement value; 

assigning values received from another device (from IPC1) to these 

variables 

SetCounter := RemoteIPCcntrlvar.SetRemoteCounter; 

SetCounterValue := RemoteIPCcntrlvar.SetRemoteCounterValue; 

  </POU> 

 

<POU Name="FB_UdpSender" Id="{3b4b2ae9-c069-42e3-9b69-f42439287066}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

FUNCTION_BLOCK FB_UdpSender IMPLEMENTS ITcIoUdpProtocolRecv 

VAR_INPUT 

  SENDdatavar :UINT := 0; //input variable for the 

data to be sent to other device (to IPC1) 

  Destination_IP :U_IpAdr;//IP address of destination 

device (of IPC1) input variable 

  SendTo_Port : UINT := 10000;//input variable for 

the destination UDP port number on the other device (on IPC1) 

END_VAR 

VAR_OUTPUT 

 RECEIVEDdatavar :RemoteIPCcntrl;//output variable containing 

data (position measurement setting variables) received from other device 

(from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 {attribute 'TcInitSymbol'} 

 oid : OTCID;  

 ipUdp : ITcIoUdpProtocol; 

 nUdpPort : UINT := 10000;//this is IPC2 UDP port where the 

data sent from another device (from IPC1) is received (data = position 

measurement set variables) 

 nReceivedPakets : UINT;//received packets counter 

 uLastReceivedIP : U_IpAdr; //IP address of the device that 

sent the last packet received by this device (sent by IPC1, received by 

IPC2) 

 hrInit : HRESULT; 

 hrSend  : HRESULT;  

  

  

 SENDdatapointer : PVOID;//Pointer to the data to be sent 

from this device (from IPC1) 
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 RECEIVEDdatapointer : POINTER TO RemoteIPCcntrl;//Pointer to 

the data received by this device ( by IPC2) 

 timer : INT;// used to send data every x cycles 

 

 SendFrom_Port : UINT := 10000;// source UDP port of 

this device (IPC2), from which the data is sent to another device (to 

IPC1) (data=remote position measurement) 

 nData : UDINT;//size of data to be sent 

 pData : PVOID;// probably an internal method pointer to 

the received data 

 pVlan : POINTER TO ETYPE_VLAN_HEADER := 0; 

END_VAR 

 

IF ipUdp <> 0 THEN//this IF statement defines whether device is listening 

on defined UDP port to receive packets, with default "IF ipUdp <> 0 THEN" 

it always listens 

 ipUdp.CheckReceived(); 

END_IF 

 

 

IF timer > 1 THEN// this IF statement is responsible for sending data to 

another device (to IPC1) (data=remote position measurement) 

// ipAddr := SENDip.ipAdrInternal; 

 SENDdatapointer := ADR(SENDdatavar);// get a pointer to 

the data that should be sent to other device (to IPC1) 

 nData := SIZEOF(SENDdatavar);//get size of the data that 

should be sent to other device (to IPC1) 

// pData1 := SENDdatapointer; 

 hrSend := ipUdp.SendData(Destination_IP.ipAdrInternal, 

SendTo_Port, SendFrom_Port, nData, SENDdatapointer, TRUE, 0); // sends 

data to other device (to IPC1) 

 timer := 0; 

  

END_IF 

 

timer := timer + 1; 

 

. . .//same methods as in IPC1 FB_UdpReceiver above 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveData" Id="{cb5b89bf-a2d8-4ac3-bd40-

64d876626d0f}"> 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveData'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

METHOD ReceiveData : HRESULT 

VAR_INPUT 

 ipAddr : UDINT;// IP address of the device, to which the 

data is sent back (to IPC1)  

 udpDestPort : UINT;//not used here 

 udpSrcPort : UINT;//not used here 

 nData : UDINT;//not used here 

 pData : PVOID;// probably an internal method pointer to 

the data received from another device (from IPC1) 

 pVlan : POINTER TO ETYPE_VLAN_HEADER := 0; 

  

END_VAR 
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nReceivedPakets := nReceivedPakets+1;// received packets counter 

uLastReceivedIP.ipAdrInternal := ipAddr;// variable that is used to 

store IP address of the device that sent the last packet received by 

this device (sent by IPC1, received by IPC2) 

RECEIVEDdatapointer := pData; // get the pointer to data received 

from other device (from IPC1); pData is probably an internal method 

pointer 

RECEIVEDdatavar := RECEIVEDdatapointer^;// store received data 

pointed by RECEIVEDdatapointer into a variable RECEIVEDdatavar 

 

. . .//same methods as in IPC1 FB_UdpReceiver above 

 

  </POU> 

 

TCP case 

IPC 1 (position receiver) 
 

<POU Name="MAIN_tcp" Id="{04305b9c-b5f6-41f3-8cd8-16fdedeec62e}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

PROGRAM MAIN_tcp 

VAR 

 fbTcp1 : FB_TcpServer;//TCP receiver function block instance 

declaration 

END_VAR 

 

//TCP receiver function block call 

fbTcp1(     

 Senddatavar  := RemoteIPCcntrlvar,//input 

variable for the data to be sent to other device (to IPC2) 

//      

 Senddatavar  := 11111,//for testing 

puposes 

      

 tcpPort  := 13000,//input variable for the 

destination TCP port number on the other device (on IPC2) 

      

 Receiveddatavar => COUNTERY_remote);//output variable 

containing data (remote position measurement) received from other device 

(from IPC2)]]></ST> 

</POU> 

 

 

<POU Name="FB_TcpServer" Id="{75429567-5d73-422a-8183-d79b6a45605d}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

FUNCTION_BLOCK FB_TcpServer IMPLEMENTS ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv 

VAR_INPUT 

 Senddatavar:RemoteIPCcntrl;//variable for the data to be sent 

to other device (to IPC2) 

 tcpPort:    UINT := 13000;//variable for the destination TCP 

port number on the other device (on IPC2) 

END_VAR 

VAR_OUTPUT 
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  Receiveddatavar:UINT := 0;//output variable 

containing data (remote position measurement) received from other device 

(from IPC2) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

    {attribute 'TcInitSymbol'} 

 oid: OTCID;  

    ipTcp:       ITcIoTcpProtocol; 

     

    nReceivedPakets: UINT; //received packets counter 

 nListenSocket : UDINT; 

 nAcceptedSocket : UDINT; 

 lastTcpEvent : TCPIP_EVENT; 

 lastIpAdr : U_IpAdr; //IP address of the device that sent the 

last packet received by this device (sent by IPC2, received by IPC1) 

  

 

 nLastReturnedMessageLength : UDINT;  

// sLastReturnedMessage : STRING;  

 sLastReturnedMessage : UINT; //variable containing data 

(position measurement setting variables) received from other device (from 

IPC1) 

      

   //not used here 

 Senddatavarpointer: POINTER TO RemoteIPCcntrl; // Pointer to 

data that is sent to another device (to IPC2) (data = position 

measurement value setting variables) 

 Receiveddatapointer: POINTER TO UINT;// Pointer to the last 

data received by this device (by IPC1) 

  

 lockingbit:BOOL;//utility variable 

 

 hrInit : HRESULT; 

 hrSend : HRESULT;   

END_VAR 

 

Senddatavarpointer := ADR(Senddatavar);//get a Pointer to data that 

should be sent ot another device (to IPC2) (data = position measurement 

value setting variables) 

IF ipTcp <> 0 THEN//this IF statement defines whether device is listening 

on defined TCP port to receive packets, with default "IF ipTcp <> 0 THEN" 

it always listens 

    ipTcp.CheckReceived(); 

END_IF 

//Procedure to wait until packets are received to avoid writing memory 

area pointed by empty pointer to a variable Receiveddatavar 

IF NOT lockingbit AND nReceivedPakets <> 0 THEN 

  lockingbit := TRUE; 

END_IF 

IF lockingbit THEN 

 Receiveddatavar := Receiveddatapointer^;//here 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_exit" Id="{2275edae-6908-4135-ace3-5b8ec6ddaa9d}"> 

 

METHOD FB_exit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 
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 bInCopyCode : BOOL; // if TRUE, the exit method is called for 

exiting an instance that is copied afterwards (online change). 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipTcp <> 0 THEN  

  IF (nListenSocket <> 0) THEN   

      ipTcp.FreeSocket(nListenSocket); 

  END_IF 

  IF (nAcceptedSocket <> 0) THEN   

   ipTcp.FreeSocket(nAcceptedSocket); 

  END_IF 

  FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

  FB_exit := TRUE;  

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_init" Id="{7631c139-6b9e-4923-8c09-79e78d7986e7}"> 

 

METHOD FB_init : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

 bInitRetains : BOOL; // if TRUE, the retain variables are 

initialized (warm start / cold start) 

 bInCopyCode : BOOL;  // if TRUE, the instance afterwards gets 

moved into the copy code (online change) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 ipSrv: ITComObjectServer; 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipTcp = 0 THEN 

  hrInit := FW_ObjMgr_GetObjectInstance(

 oid:=oid,  

      

     

 iid:=TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoTcpProtocol,  

      

     

 pipUnk:=ADR(ipTcp) ); 

  IF SUCCEEDED(hrInit) THEN  

   IF SUCCEEDED(ipTcp.AllocSocket(THIS^, 

nListenSocket)) THEN  //startup -> open port 

    IF 

SUCCEEDED(ipTcp.Listen(nListenSocket, tcpPort)) THEN 

              FB_init := TRUE; 

    ELSE  

             FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

    END_IF 

   ELSE  

            FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

   END_IF 

  ELSE  

           FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

  END_IF 

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_reinit" Id="{fb7fb9be-9780-4241-ab8b-701e8f3788ef}"> 
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METHOD FB_reinit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

END_VAR 

 

IF (ipTcp <> 0 AND nListenSocket <> 0) THEN   //reregister THIS^ for 

online changes   

 ipTcp.AllocSocket(THIS^, nListenSocket); 

 FB_reinit := TRUE;  

END_IF 

IF (ipTcp <> 0 AND nAcceptedSocket <> 0) THEN //reregister THIS^ for 

online changes   

 ipTcp.AllocSocket(THIS^, nAcceptedSocket); 

 FB_reinit := TRUE;  

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveData" Id="{750b12cd-7db0-4e05-8839-

6a86a5050d8d}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveData'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD ReceiveData : HRESULT // executed when a packet is received; 

sends back data pointed BY pData OF size nData 

      

  // uses variables declared in FB_TCPServer 

VAR_INPUT 

 socketId : UDINT; //will be a nAcceptedSocket 

 nData : UDINT;// size of the message to be sent back to 

another device (to IPC2) 

 pData : PVOID;// probably an internal method pointer to 

the data received from another device (from IPC2) 

END_VAR 

VAR  

 nSentBytes :UDINT;  

END_VAR 

 

nReceivedPakets := nReceivedPakets+1;// received packets counter 

//MEMCPY( ADR(sLastReturnedMessage), pData, MIN(nData, 

SIZEOF(sLastReturnedMessage)-1) ); //stripped to max length of 

string 

//MEMCPY( ADR(sLastReturnedMessage), pData, nData ); 

//    destination 

  source  size 

Receiveddatapointer:=pData;//get a pointer to data received from 

another device (from IPC2) (data = remote position measurement) 

 

pData:= Senddatavarpointer;//write pointer to the data that should 

be sent to another device (to IPC2) (data = position measurement 

value setting variables)) 

nData:= SIZEOF(Senddatavar);//get size of the data that should be 

sent to other device (to IPC2) 
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IF ipTcp <> 0 THEN// This IF statement is responsible for sending 

back data every time a packet is received, with default "IF ipTcp <> 

0 THEN" it always sends back data 

 ipTcp.GetRemoteIpAddr(socketId, lastIpAdr.ipadrInternal );// 

acquire IP of the device that sent the last packet received by this 

device (of IPC2 which sent to IPC1) 

    hrSend := ipTcp.SendData(socketId, nData, pData, nSentBytes); // 

/ sends data to other device (to IPC2) 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveEvent" Id="{bcef7535-a87d-4eae-941b-

f1de97d5e84c}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveEvent'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD ReceiveEvent : HRESULT 

VAR_INPUT 

 socketId : UDINT;//might be a new socket (nAcceptedSocket)  

 tcpEvent : TCPIP_EVENT; 

END_VAR 

 

CASE tcpEvent OF 

 TCPIP_EVENT_ERROR: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_RESET: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

 TCPIP_EVENT_TIMEOUT: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_CLOSED: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_INCOMING: 

  ipTcp.Accept(socketId); 

  nAcceptedSocket := socketId; //store socketid; used 

at least in init during onlinechange 

 TCPIP_EVENT_KEEP_ALIVE: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_IDLE: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_DATA_SENT: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_DATA_RECEIVED: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_LINKCONNECT: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_LINKDISCONNECT: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

END_CASE;  

lastTcpEvent := tcpEvent; 

ReceiveEvent := S_OK 

 

<Method Name="TcAddRef" Id="{d64d1a6f-a7ca-4417-844e-d3e638b93717}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcAddRef'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcAddRef : UDINT 
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<Method Name="TcQueryInterface" Id="{eb961d82-945c-4ec5-bdb9-

b2932832ebb3}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcQueryInterface'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcQueryInterface : HRESULT 

VAR_INPUT 

 iid : REFERENCE TO IID; 

 pipItf : POINTER TO PVOID; 

END_VAR 

 

 

VAR 

 ipTcpRecv : ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv;  

 ipUnknown : ITcUnknown;  

END_VAR 

 

IF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), 

ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv)) THEN 

 ipTcpRecv := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipTcpRecv); 

 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK ; 

ELSIF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcUnknown)) 

THEN 

 ipUnknown := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipUnknown); 

 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK; 

ELSE 

 TcQueryInterface := E_HRESULTAdsErr.NOINTERFACE; //Call super 

if this fb extends some other 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="TcRelease" Id="{086a1100-4687-4f66-85d5-833ad4fae1f7}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcRelease'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcRelease : UDINT 

 

</POU> 

 

IPC 2 (position sender) 
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<POU Name="MAIN" Id="{6560dc88-3d3b-492d-977d-4172c8a698a8}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

PROGRAM MAIN 

VAR 

 fbTcp1 : FB_TcpClient;//Function block instance declaration 

 SENDlinposvalue :UINT := 0;// variable to be sent to another 

device (to IPC1) 

 DestinationPort_input :UINT := 13000;//variable that contains 

destination TCP port number on another device (on IPC1) 

 LinPosValue AT %I*:UINT := 0; //variable with position 

measurement value 

 SetCounter AT %Q* :BOOL := 0; // bool variable that resets 

position value to SetCounterValue when changed from 0 to 1 

 SetCounterValue AT %Q* : UINT :=0; // value to be set as 

current position value when SetCounterValue changes from 0 to 1 

 RemoteIPCcntrlvar : RemoteIPCcntrl; // variable that contains 

data received from another device (from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

 

SENDlinposvalue := LinPosValue;// input position measurement to variable 

that is sent to another device (to IPC1) 

DestinationPort_input := 13000;// input variable that contains 

destination TCP port number on another device (on IPC1) 

 

fbTcp1( sMessage  := SENDlinposvalue,//input variable for 

the data to be sent to other device (to IPC1) 

  nTcpPort  := DestinationPort_input,//input 

variable for the destination TCP port number on the other device (on 

IPC1) 

  sLastReturnedMessage => RemoteIPCcntrlvar); 

//output variable containing data (position measurement setting 

variables) received from other device (from IPC1) 

 

//Local variables responsible for setting position measurement value; 

assigning values received from another device (from IPC1) to these 

variables   

SetCounter := RemoteIPCcntrlvar.SetRemoteCounter; 

SetCounterValue := RemoteIPCcntrlvar.SetRemoteCounterValue; 

</POU> 

 

<POU Name="FB_TcpClient" Id="{ead07a82-1408-4579-8dce-ebcaeca24a86}" 

SpecialFunc="None"> 

 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

FUNCTION_BLOCK FB_TcpClient IMPLEMENTS ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv 

VAR_INPUT 

 sMessage : UINT := 0; //input variable for the data to be sent 

to other device (to IPC1) 

 nTcpPort:    UINT := 13000;//80; //variable for the 

destination TCP port number on the other device (on IPC1) 

END_VAR 

VAR_OUTPUT 

 sLastReturnedMessage : RemoteIPCcntrl;//output variable 

containing data (position measurement setting variables) received from 

other device (from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 {attribute 'TcInitSymbol'} 
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    oid: OTCID;  

    ipTcp:       ITcIoTcpProtocol; 

    nReceivedPakets: UINT;//received packets counter 

 bSend: BOOL := FALSE; // this bool variable is used to 

start/stop sending data to antoher device (to IPC1) 

     

 tcpServerAdr : U_IpAdr;  

 nSocketId : UDINT;  

 nSentData: UDINT; //size of data to be sent 

 hr : HRESULT;  

 hrInit : HRESULT;  

 

 //Sample information about communication 

 nConnections : UDINT;  

 lastTcpEvent : TCPIP_EVENT; 

 nLastReturnedMessageLength : UDINT;  

  

 hrSend : HRESULT; //last SendData result 

// timer: INT;//not used here 

 sMessage_prev : UINT; 

// init:BOOL;//not used here 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bSend THEN// send message if the previous one has already been 

sent  

 bSend := TRUE; 

END_IF 

 

IF(ipTcp <> 0) THEN  

 ipTcp.CheckReceived();  

END_IF // modified by Fedor 29.10.2018  

 

IF (nSocketId = 0) THEN // this IF statement is responsible for sending 

data to another device (to IPC1) (data=remote position measurement) 

 IF(ipTcp.AllocSocket(THIS^, nSocketId) = 0) THEN //! THIS^ 

might get invalid due to online change! "Reallocate" by nSocketId <>0 

  nConnections := nConnections+1; 

  IF(ipTcp.Connect(nSocketId, 

tcpServerAdr.ipadrInternal, nTcpPort) <> 0) THEN 

   ipTcp.FreeSocket(nSocketId);  

   nSocketId := 0;  

  END_IF 

 END_IF 

ELSIF (bSend = TRUE) THEN // IF socket is allocated, and condition is 

true - send packet 

 hr := ipTcp.IsConnected(nSocketId);  

 IF (hr = S_OK) THEN //if a connection is established between 

IPCs... 

//   hrSend := ipTcp.SendData(nSocketId, 

len(sMessage), ADR(sMessage), nSentData);  //initial option for string 

vars transfer 

  hrSend := ipTcp.SendData(nSocketId, 

SIZEOF(sMessage), ADR(sMessage), nSentData); 

  bSend := FALSE;//switch the sending condition back 

to "false" 

 ELSE // else output a warning to twincat log 

  ADSLOGDINT(msgCtrlMask := ADSLOG_MSGTYPE_HINT, 

msgFmtStr := 'Not yet connected socket %d', dintArg := nSocketId); 

 END_IF 
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END_IF 

//END_IF // modified by Fedor 29.10.2018  

 

<Method Name="FB_exit" Id="{52d7ab92-29c2-475b-b487-2c215adeb930}"> 

 

METHOD FB_exit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

 bInCopyCode : BOOL; // if TRUE, the exit method is called for 

exiting an instance that is copied afterwards (online change). 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipTcp <> 0 THEN  

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(nSocketId); // Shutdown 

  FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

  FB_exit := TRUE;  

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="FB_init" Id="{d1247768-b9a8-4686-b16a-eb59144647c7}"> 

 

METHOD FB_init : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

 bInitRetains : BOOL; // if TRUE, the retain variables are 

initialized (warm start / cold start) 

 bInCopyCode : BOOL;  // if TRUE, the instance afterwards gets 

moved into the copy code (online change) 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 ipSrv: ITComObjectServer; 

END_VAR 

 

IF NOT bInCopyCode THEN // no online change 

 IF ipTcp = 0 THEN 

  hrInit := FW_ObjMgr_GetObjectInstance(

 oid:=oid,  

      

     

 iid:=TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoTcpProtocol,  

      

     

 pipUnk:=ADR(ipTcp) ); 

  IF SUCCEEDED(hrInit) THEN 

   FB_init := TRUE; 

  ELSE  

   FW_SafeRelease(ADR(ipTcp)); 

  END_IF  

 END_IF 

END_IF 

 

//Input of another device (IPC1) IP address 

tcpServerAdr.ipadr[3] := 192;//62; //Test-Website from 

62.159.14.51:80  

tcpServerAdr.ipadr[2] := 168;//159;  

tcpServerAdr.ipadr[1] := 67;//14; 

tcpServerAdr.ipadr[0] := 13;//51; 

 

<Method Name="FB_reinit" Id="{fa074e28-226e-44c7-8e5a-23ce418fdf3d}"> 
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METHOD FB_reinit : BOOL 

VAR_INPUT 

END_VAR 

 

IF (ipTcp <> 0 AND nSocketId <> 0) THEN //reregister THIS^ for 

online changes   

 ipTcp.AllocSocket(THIS^, nSocketId); 

 FB_reinit := TRUE;  

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveData" Id="{79c6df4e-7dd8-4d84-b99e-

e084aba0e636}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveData'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD ReceiveData : HRESULT// executed when a packet is received; 

sends back data pointed by ??? of size nData 

      

  // uses variables declared in FB_TCPClient 

      

  //not used in this case 

VAR_INPUT 

 socketId : UDINT; 

 nData : UDINT;// size of the message to be sent back to 

another device (to IPC1)//not used here 

 pData : PVOID;// probably an internal method pointer to 

the data received from another device (from IPC1) 

END_VAR 

 

nReceivedPakets := nReceivedPakets+1;// received packets counter 

// 

nLastReturnedMessageLength := nData; //length of last message 

received from another deivce (from IPC1)//(nonstripped)  

//MEMCPY( ADR(sLastReturnedMessage), pData, MIN(nData, 

SIZEOF(sLastReturnedMessage)-1) ); //stripped to max length of 

string 

//memset(ADR(sLastReturnedMessage)+MIN(nData, 

SIZEOF(sLastReturnedMessage)-1)+1, 0, 1); //add a 00 Byte at end of 

message 

MEMCPY( ADR(sLastReturnedMessage), pData, nData );// copy memory 

area starting from address pointed by pdata and of length ndata to 

variable sLastReturnedMessage]]></ST> 

 

<Method Name="ReceiveEvent" Id="{ae32a160-53cd-472f-8c99-

0e7be360beee}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'ReceiveEvent'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD ReceiveEvent : HRESULT 
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VAR_INPUT 

 socketId : UDINT; 

 tcpEvent : TCPIP_EVENT; 

END_VAR 

 

lastTcpEvent := tcpEvent; 

 

CASE tcpEvent OF 

 TCPIP_EVENT_ERROR: 

  nSocketId := 0;  

 TCPIP_EVENT_RESET: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

  nSocketId := 0;  

 TCPIP_EVENT_TIMEOUT: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

  nSocketId := 0;  

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_CLOSED: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

  nSocketId := 0;  

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_INCOMING: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_KEEP_ALIVE: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_CONN_IDLE: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_DATA_SENT: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_DATA_RECEIVED: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_LINKCONNECT: 

 TCPIP_EVENT_LINKDISCONNECT: 

  ipTcp.FreeSocket(socketId); 

  nSocketId := 0;  

END_CASE;  

ReceiveEvent := S_OK 

 

<Method Name="TcAddRef" Id="{452bc4ac-0ef7-4a6a-8ac7-28f34cd343dc}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcAddRef'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcAddRef : UDINT 

 

<Method Name="TcQueryInterface" Id="{89407302-c3d6-4e71-b9aa-

e45290551086}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcQueryInterface'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcQueryInterface : HRESULT 

VAR_INPUT 

 iid : REFERENCE TO IID; 

 pipItf : POINTER TO PVOID; 

END_VAR 

VAR 

 ipTcpRecv : ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv; 
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 ipUnknown : ITcUnknown;  

END_VAR]]></Declaration> 

      <Implementation> 

        <ST><![CDATA[IF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), 

ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcIoTcpProtocolRecv)) THEN 

 ipTcpRecv := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipTcpRecv); 

 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK; 

ELSIF GuidsEqual(ADR(iid), ADR(TC_GLOBAL_IID_LIST.IID_ITcUnknown)) 

THEN 

 ipUnknown := THIS^; // cast to interface pointer 

 pipItf^ := ITCUNKNOWN_TO_PVOID(ipUnknown); 

 TcAddRef(); 

 TcQueryInterface := S_OK; 

ELSE 

 TcQueryInterface := E_HRESULTAdsErr.NOINTERFACE ; //Call super 

if this fb extends some other 

END_IF 

 

<Method Name="TcRelease" Id="{7a53cf2b-e36a-483f-aebf-0d2854da64b5}"> 

 

{attribute 'object_name' := 'TcRelease'} 

{attribute 'c++_compatible'} 

{attribute 'signature_flag' := '33554688'} 

{attribute 'pack_mode' := '4'} 

{attribute 'show'} 

{attribute 'minimal_input_size' := '4'} 

{attribute 'checksuperglobal'} 

METHOD TcRelease : UDINT 

  </POU> 
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